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Views of the oecumenical movement rc:\,ngefrom an enthuuiastic.
if often ,;ha110\,\" optimism, to a cautious. and sometimes 'bi tter, S1JS-
pic:lon. The thesis which I venture to offer is thEt only a radical
cmproach to oecumenici ty can enable 11S to under-s band what is happem ng
in this moment of Church history. Such a radical approach demands that
we seek to understand the nature of human existence, the nature of the
Chur-ch, and the natur-e of un i ti ve activi ty within the Church. Such a.
radf cal. approach is a tUcJ..le(tic which can apprE-)hend.the parad.oxes whi ch~ _- -
arise from Goells creation of man a.t the <junction of spirit and of andma),
nfLture; from the ffF8~1"; and from God_'s a.ctivi ty in redemption. Always
we have the awareness of tne divine imperative to human sndeavour , and
of the futility of human end.ea.vol1r. These are the comli tions under
whi.cn we live; these are the conditions which recmire Godls reciemptive
acti vi ty, which involves a Ohurch; and. these are the conditions which
are affecti ve upon the Church when it comes.
Fa.lll1re. on the par-t of so many Christian lead.ers, to acknowledge
these conr1itions now has two results. Some Christians believe that
IIAmsterclc:m194911is -Jeruaa.Lem the golden, while others believe tbat it is
Belbel the confused. Thi s thesi s insi st s that it is not e1ther ; that in
the oeeumerrica.L movement are to be seen both the hoI;; :.nd.of God and
the sinful hand of man; and that in the Church IS faith and life art":
known only the re12.ti ve , partia.l. reali sa.ti oris of those promi ses of God,
tne fulness of which, in eschatological faith. she must hope for. Those
11
rela.ti.ve realisa.tions, however, given, 3,[3 they are. by God's gr2.ce, are
sufficient for her e
WhF,J.tI have ventured to say aSSUTlleSmuch of the oeoumendca'L
c1rs"\J_ment,and is set in reference to the conteLLf_9()raryeliscussion on
the Church and. to the present, 1ivlng , 8i tuation of the Church. I write
as a British "Disciple". who, dlu'ing the past ye:::,r. has had the opportunity
to cansio_er his faith, and his fathers in the fed th, from a new vanta.ge-
point. Because of this, the "Disciplell attitude, and especially the
work of Alexander Campbell, may loom larger than they sho'uLd in such an
essay. Let it be remembered. however, that "Disciples" are conurd tt ed ,
more than a.ny others to an oecumenf.cal responsi bili t;y ..
I would. point out tnat there is no inconsi st ency in the use of
both the pronouns "she" and. "i til, in ,vri ting of the Chur-ch, There are
moments in the discussion of the Ohurch when only a personal pronoun is
adecn1O,teto denote her personal chara.cter: and. there are others, (such as
when the Church is observed. as a social phenomenon). when the pronoun
lIit" mu.st serve the interests of objectivity and intelligibility.
It is with much grati tnd.e that I make many acknowledgements,
first to my teachers in England, William Robinson and James Gray, of
Overdale CoLl.ege, Selly Oak. Birmingham. To Willi2ID Robinson's schola.r-
ship and. frienc3.ship lowe more t.han could ever be told. Through him
I have come to know something of the glory of Christ in His Church.
For the immeasurable pleasure and profi t of my year's work at
Butler University, I have enduring thankfulness, remembering a generous
helpfulness and friendship of faculty, students and office-staff, of all
Depar t.merrte- To Dr. O. L. Shelton, Dean of the School of Religion,
I am deeply ind.ebted for his making it possible for roe to come to the
iii
Urrit.ed States, and. for constant helpfulness and enco'UrEgement of rare
o_egree. In the School of Religion, "teacherll is synonymous with "friend".
and I b~we ma,nyreasons, therefore, to be grateful to Dean :E'rederick D.
Kerslmer, arid to his col1eag1J.es in the Department of Ohri std an Doctrine.
Mr. ]'rank J. Albert and 1\111'.Francd s O. Reisinger. (To have been with
Dean Kerslmer has been the ~i:1appyfulfillment of an intention begun ten
ye8.rs 2,gO, 1NhenI first became acq1.:u;"intedwi th his inspi!>ing work.)
To Dr. Decal E. Walker lowe thanks for many new approaches in hi storical
('1ppraisement, and for much more; and to all the Facul,ty of the School
of Religion. I acknowledge their unforgettable kindness. If this work
is poor acknowledgement of what lowe to those who have striven to teach
me, the fault is only mine!
Without the gracious help of Mrse ~,/Iik_l.ciMcKenna. in typing
the draft, this thesis could not have been completed. in time. My
thanks are due to her, and to Mrs. Carol McMullen and. Miss&:.Lrbara.
Myers of Butler University, who typed the thesis in its final form..
FiIlc"111yI must eJ;:press my grati tUlle to all those American
people whomI have met throughoutt;his year, WhOSEsponbaneous
hospi tali ty _ of a degree unparalleled, I believe, anywhere in the worlcl-
and whose })atient indulgence of thi s Br-Iton, are tokens that life in
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CHAPTER, I
nUT m.INES lJl11UMSHIT"
The World Council of Churches is the gre,at victory of our generar-
tion, standing almost alone as tit coming toget11er of peoples in a day
when it seems to be harder than ever for peoples to fino_ each otheTe
This itself is a. pointer to the human dilenma., that in a 'W'orld of easiel'
and qUicker commun,lca.tlons and. acce es ".hieh make the earth one neighbour-
hood, neighbourliness seems, more clearly than ever, to be an impossi-
bility.. The Wo1'1.O.Coullcil of Churches. however, has achd eved a certain
neighbourliness, 'but its aim is the complete unity of the Church, which,
intended. 'by Our Lord, preserved by St .. Paul, assumed. by Thomas Aquinas,
disrt'q)ted. by Luther Mel Calvin, and. anticipated ~oy Thomas Campbell, is
now the desperate hope of the Christi:m leaders of our day.
For 2.11 the COIlt.ellWoraxy-hope of Chr1stian leaders is a. d.es-
pezat-e hope, it may well be that our day,-in fact that th:i.s yC/:_1J: of Our
Lord 191~89...mey come to be knO\'ID. as one of the most important periods
in the hist.ory of ChristendOm. Its greatest event will be the gnthering,
in AuoO'\lst~at Amsterdam, when the World_ Council of Churches sha.11 be
formally and actually constituted. Of this we shall have more to say.
below, but this itself 1s only one of many conferences whose augur of
hope lies in tha.t they are not he.stily called "to patch up differences
or to throw bla.."ilefor world disunity on othersll, but are the consequence
of earnest faith and active love already effective amor~ Christians
throughout the world. ~l}le World. Stu.dent Christian Federation Conference,
1
2(the f'amous "C~dTennia1U) t has alre£td~r been held in Westminster, London.
T'nis Conferencer. so closely 3~1ied with oecumerd.ca'l action, and from
the beginning, so f'ull.y a part of it, brought t,ogether nearly two
thousand. stuc1.entl';: from throughout the \1orld. Many of them came from
nations which had been bitter enemies du.ring World War II, and. there
were seen, once again~ those genuine demonstrcltions of the uni ty th~,t
is in Christ" which I saw Ln the QL1adrenni~LI Conference of 1937 t to which
Il"Tas a delegate. At that time there was active hostility between
China and Japan. 'but at this oec'Umenical mee'tine in 13f.rmingham, when
national delegations were 'being introduced. Chinese and Japanese broke
ranks to clasp each other in greeting. From the high ceiling hung the
two great banners beard.ng the words, uCIffiISTUS VICTOR!!t nUTmmES mTIJIvI
SIiijTlIl The year 19l.fg has alrect(ly~ i:::1 simil~.l' fas..h.ioll, vindicated tho se
Christia..'1 banners. In February. the Far Eastern Commission of the
International Council met at Manila in the Philippine Islands, and the
Refugee Commis st on of the Counct.L of Churches ggthered in Pnri. s.. The
Lambeth Conference of the Anglican Churches of the world is pa.l'ticu-
larly sj,gnificant this year, and'\\rill meet in. July, just a. fev~ weeks
before the Amsterdam conference. In 131'it::!.in, in American and in many
other parts of the world, Christians ar e coming together in a new
cluali ty of fellowship and mlltua~ underat~ding, and two of the sa\ring
graces whieh characterize all these conferences are of great importance.
The first is th ..."tt many of the conferences are being he'Ld on
\'Vha.t were battlefields, where Christian faith and love were sorely
tried, and where loyalty to the kingdom of Christ and solfless service
6J(:f)osed the relativism of the deepest divisions of doctrine and p:c~.ct:i.ce.
Henry van Dusen has well pointed out that in the remotest corners of
1
the earth limen f'ound the ChtLt"ch there IIt
3
but it is part.lcuJ.a.rly hopo-
f'u.l that it is in t.he ancient citaicls of Chr1stendom that the Church
has fOUD.ditself, and is fOlUld, again, after having been for so long
hidden in the grey mists of "chl'istian"g lai.ssez-faire demccr-acy and other
manifestations of ou.r western civil.izatlon.. The Church has realized
that Ln the last anftlysis the esseTlce of its life is in loyalty and
fellowship, and that while doctrines and theologies can never be un-
j-mpcrte.nt~ they must always be relativ€ to the kinship tha.t is in Christe
2
R. C~ Mobe-rley haa said, so ri.ghtly, "the Church is in f'ac t the Spirit
of Christ communicated to bhe spirits of those who recognise and
believe in His Person and '\Vol'k; it is the disciples of Christ made
Christian in very deed by participation in the Spirit of Christ.1I
"Confessionalism" 'became the keynote of the new awareness and the new
atmosphere; a confessionalism wh::i.chwas not a. mere assent to formulated
compromises, but the aotd.ve expi-e aai.on of a commonacceptance of lithe
Fc-dth ", where confession waf:. living., Not only among ProtestaIlts. but, in
the tests of fire. between Protestan.ts and Roman Catholics there was
a uni ty which was none the lee s certain because it could not be fOl'llkiJ.ly
defin.ed.
The second saving grace of those gatherings which make tbis
year so significf'..nt i 8 tP..2t they occur wi thin the matrix of what has
come to be known. as the oecuaerd cal, approach. The natcre of the




See They found the ChUl:~chThere. (Scribner' s , 1945) which shows
~--.--- f'Iservicemen abroad during the war encenmtered the ....bur-ch in some of
least expected pl.aces and felt the ill!P8.ct of a worl&-wide commun.ity.
2AtonE:me~ ~ Personali.1l. Macmillan.
4
point to say that its preconceptions and. :i.ts methoda are devoid. of that
futile sentimE:ntali t~r \vhich swnllows up convictions, and of that false
heal~ti!le:2;S which knows no doc~rlne and has read no history. It largely
achieves that attitude which WilHam Robinson descri.bes in the preface
to his tiThe Sh.':l.tt.ered Oreas" as the "reaHstic" attitude. There he_._-_.---"
refu.tes, on the one hand, the atU tude towards Christia.n unity of Rome.
2.Ud. of certain Protestant denominations, trlat themselves alone hold the
whole of ~lristian truth. On the other hand, he eschews the lamentably
fashionable IIsentimeAtal attitude" of what he has elsewhere called
"anythingarianismll, which falsely calls itself "tolerallce". He goes
on to describe the "realistic at'titu.dell, which is the approach which <iny
hope of success demands of th.e oecumem cal, movement.
It recognises that schism is sin, but that we are all in schism.
No single Church can claim to be the one only true Om~rch. The
Body of' Christ is only miniiest in our day in its divid.ed state.
r~OC(:;)over. the causes of division have their roots deep in hist.ory.
No single communionwhich has had. ;my permanence in history is
wi thout some treasure to ccnt rf but. a to the richness of the One Body..
We shall not therefore achieve unf ty by ev.:,dingour differences, but
by facing up to them realisticB~ly, by :studying them in the light
of Holy Scripture, Church History, and. reason as distinct from
prejudice.. It is tr.erefore vi ta~ that, whilst holding our deep
convictions in. love. we should study to know and under-eband the
tr~tditions and even the ethos of other communions.
The oocumenical movement. therefore, i~. aware and has few illusions.
11hat it woul.d seem to have some illusions is the juatificE"~tion 0'1" this
essay. }Tevertheless, Christian leaders are in good spirit as tW.s
year progresses, for they believe that in a confused and sinful world
the oecumendcaL movement is a strildng affirrmtion that God is at work;
that "His love, when allowed ingress to the hearts of men, brings unt ty."
Before we go on to consider the r~ture of the oec~uuenica1 approach.
we must acknowl.edge the priority of at least two questions. The first
expreSS6:3 the bewilderment arising from the e~iric·i"· situation-
5!lIs all this wor-k and worry about Church re"'un:i.on reaJ..ly llGCess,').ry? ".
Tht: second, and deeper query is borne wit:b.in the first.., "Wnat do we
mean by t.he Church? II. A view of the primitive Church and. an awareness
of om' day and. generation~ for, in the words of Alexand.er Campbell.
liThe living oracles and the present sta,te of the Christi8Jl religion
in the world," serve only to reveal the demand trm:t we acknowledge that
all tbis work, if not t.he worry, about Church reunion is both right and
necessary ..
OHf-!PTR..B. II
"Jesu.s came with the express purpose of founding a. society which
was to be a permanent witness to His ministryll, wri tea William RObinson
1
in his "Essays on Ohri.stial1 Unity." T'nis society, a holy community of"
men and women reconstitu.ted by Jesus Christ~ living the life of His
Spirit, was to spread. the Gospel throu.ghout the world.. To purify itself
within, and to extend itself without, such is the twofold mission of
the Church; and Canon Hodgson, for the 1Varld Conference on Faith and
that theY all may be one: even as Thei1.1eFather are in me and I ill
thee, trmt they also may be in us: that the world. lllay believe that
Thou, d:tc.st send me., .Ano. the glory which Thou has given me, I have
given unto them, that they may be one" even as we are one.
Ord,er asserts that "union is necessa.ry if the Church is to f'Luf'ill
the purpose for which Goa. created. it. II In the seventeenth chapter
of St ..John's gospel, Jesus beseeches the Father concerning those who
believe on Hi~
Our Lord Himself, therefore, answers our question, affirming that His
followers must be "one" if they- are to witness effectively to the sending
of the Son, and there follows the clear inference that if His disciples
are not lIan one", the world has not the opportunity of knowmg God
--------------------- ------.----------
1Jame s Clarke and 00.., London.




in Christ. Jesus was not thinking only of the eleven men around Him,
Th:is book, appea.rirJ,g'in 1923, was far
the keen insight and wise approach. of
6
7 1
but must have hrcc_ in mhd His eternal Ohurch ..
St .. Paul calls the Chll:rc:l1lithe Body of Ch:t:i.stll, the living organism
in which Christ 1:tv0s, just as He d.welt in t~18 i!lcU.vidual body of Jesus
of Nazareth.. Unity, thel~efoT.'e~ is an essentlal condition of the Church,
and. to this fact the whole of the Ne,"lTeste.mentpears wi tne se- ~ro. the
Church at ~hesu3, St e Paul wrotl;\~
There is one body and one spjri t , even as al.so you were called in
the one hope of your calling: one Lord, one fai tho one ·octt;.:l. sm",
and \'11'i ti.ng tv the Corinthians, he d.eplores the f'act of the o.ivi sions
ill the Ch'lU"chat Corinth.. J..ll who endangered the unity of the Ohurch
were considered a DlaUB.C.t0 to its vory ey.istence. liThe unity of the spirit
in the bond of peace " was au. over-ruling passion of the apo stLe as he
worked for a f"<l.ll reali.sation in thE; lives of the beUevers, of Christi.p..n
1i1Jerty.. The life of the Church of the New :l'estament was a truly
corporate unf ty: the local churches were bound together in ·their fal th
in the one Gospel •
.!\;ndthey continu.ed stead.f'astly in the a:postles' teaching and in
fellowship: in the b:t.·ealdng Qf bread and the prayers. .And all
that believed were togE:tl1er and had all things comaon.. ·
We see the Church at Antioch in Byrie, submf,tting to the decision of the
ministry in Jerusalem on a difficult point of doct:l.'inc. Wilenfamine
overtakes Judea, the Churches in. other ~8.rts make themselves responsible
for the material welfare of the Judean churches. .Andwe note that
St. P~.ul· s evangelistic work in. Thessalouica is carried on with money-
subscribed by the church in Philippi. While all this seems to point
towards a defini te conception 0f tihe Church I s unity, we must be careful
not to read our 0'1"111 ideas and prejudices into the at at emenbs of the New
1, ,.....--.... .- . ',-
See also Alexander Cc\mpbell, The Christian S~rs.~. Foundations
of Christian Union. Churches of C'nrist]fcio~oomt Birmngbam, England, 1905 ..
Canon Streeter emerged from his exhaustive study of liThe Primitive
1Church!! saying tha:t there is one 1'09111 t from which there is no escape ..
"In the primitive Church there was no single system of Chur-ch Order
lald down by th(~ ~ostles.. During the first hundred years of Ohristianity
the Church. ",as an organism-al:tve and grow:lllgt changing its organisation
to meet cr.li.m.ging needs II. Streeter proceeded, to point out that the
greatest obstacle to Christian unity on the basis of the New Testament
Church is the belief, held by various bodies, that thel'e is sozae one
form of Church order which 810ne is pr;i,mitlve.. It follows, then, that
so long as separate denominations believe that they are l:i.ving out the
one and only essential order of Church life, so long will Church unt ty
2
be an icle&.l incapable of realisation.. It mu.st be noted t!ll:tt everything
lMacmillan. London. 1929 e W'llile it is readily adnrittecl that Streeterl s
methodology is I!dated". certain elements of his work have undoubtedly
lasting value ..
2This 8,:;;sel.tiondeJ'l).[;i.lldS a ward on what the new Testar.lent is. The
documents of the New Testamentt gathered together by the Church unde r the
g~&ance of the Holy spirit, together form a livillg UYlity necessary for
ouz- instruction and devoti.on. They are an incpired Word of God, carrying
the content of Godl s revelation and e:x;pressing certain aspects of the
fai th and life of the early Ohurch. 'l11ey can never sensibly be claimed
to be a catalogue of all the things the Church must always believe and
all the things the Church llust always practise.. Had this been the :New
Testament, it would have been out of date in a very short time.. As it
is. it ca.n never be out of date nor ever dispensable.. It records. for
ever, the spirit in which the primitive Ohristian socie'ty and members of
the primi.tive Chri dian society~ faced certain problems of personal
and social life, and therefore provides the eternal standard by which the
spiri t [r,~u'l.attitude of mind in which the Chur-ch fa.ces God and the world
must, al.ways be tested- It is in this sense that "new Testamen.t Ohristi-
anity" is the only "Ohristianityll that can save every generatiol1 and every
order of SOCi0ty that the world may produce. It must be realised that it
was not the :l:IewTestament that produced 'the Church, but the Church which
produced the New Testament.. ilnd it was not so much the life.v Testament
that preJervod the puri ty of the Fa:i.th, as the sacrament;J. life of the
Ohul'ci1.continually bearing witness, in objective action, to the f'ac t s of
the Gospel ..
9that was thought and said and done in the primitivoa Ch1U'chwas con-
eli tiouf.lcl by the Par-ousda hope. ~";.hichmakes it difficult to believe that
any order of ministry or <'Uly system of Church government was coned ved
as being essentiaJ. end permanent.. :But wi thin the pliable framework of
the corpua of the Church there wa.s undoubtedly a coherence and an order
which expr-essed a real spiritual unity ..
Th!e characteristic institutions of the Church are themselves
men ,'Vi th each other" Baptism and. Holy Communion are acts effected .. oy
embodfment s of the principle of unity, for they unite God and men, and
Dr.. Robinson points out, with good reason. t.hat in S. Pau.l's
God, by the belie,rer and by the Church, in which uni ty is e:x:presaed and
effected within the Fellowship.
l~Lter wri tir.gs. the '"ord nChurchu is reserved almost excIusd vely for the
universal Body of Christ, and local congregations are a.ddressed as lI~he
saints" or "the fc:.lthfUl brethren"" This indicates So Paul1s conception
of and concern for the unity of the Church: a concern which grew in
int'0nsi ty as the r1 se of heresy began to endanger the thought and life
of Chri stiani ty..
Speaking broa.dly, for about ten centuries the (,'hurch maintatned
an organi sational uni ty-- but only at the cost of 10sing vital freedoms--
on the doctrin8.1 basis of the beliefs set out in the Nicene creed.. In
1054, however, t.here was completed the break: between the Church of the
]19.st and the Chureh of the West. In the sixteenth century, the various
confessions and st19.tements of belief of the Reforillation served only,
as was their aim! to further divio_e the Chu.rch of Christ. So true is
this that it is almost inrpossible not to rea.lise nowfuat only in the
precautions for Jru?intaining 'WItty w:bJ.chwere taken by the apostolic
10
Church unity.. Much was gained. through the Ref'or matdon, but at the same time
v'ery much war; lost.. The true conception. of the Chureh'13 essential 1.11ii ty
ctisappeared, and the false iiea of the right to diviCl.e and mutilate the
Body of Christ became prevalent, and over a wid.efield so remains to the
present (lay..
In 1922 William Robi.nson wrote that "to reject the New Teste.ment
author! ty on the ma~tter of Church UUiO.11 amounts to leB.ving us wi thout
any hope whatever of real unity .. Thus we are driven back upon the
Pauline epistles, where we see the o.efi11i te safeguarding of the nul ty of
the Body of Christ along three lines: (a) the authority of a common
fai..!!!; (b) the obligation of two commonsacraments; (c) the recognition
of a commonministry:. II Five years later, at the Lausanne Conference on
F:3.it.h and Order, Bi shop Headl aID , of t.he Church of England used almost
the same c:roro.s; "The unity of the Church must be a unity of fEd t.h, a
um ty of the sacraments and a unity of the ministry". And again, William
Tenlple~ the late Archbishop of Canterbury, in his contribution to the
:Gausaune Conference, said, IIWehave ·to go back to S.Paul's description
of the Chur-ch as the Body of Christ, from wh~.ch all thought of it as an
argeni am tak:es its origin. It
The nece ssf ty of clu'i sti.sn unity (as compar-ed with the ri,~htness
of Christian unity) is clearly seen in a brief glance at the practical
mission of the Church and the way in which she is carrying it out today.
Professor Karl Schmidt bas said, "The Church of Oh1"1.at, hav ing received
from her Lora. the mission of expounding Christian truth, encounters from
time to time as she carries out her mission, the antagonism of the world.,
which points with doubt, despair and scorn to the differences which divide
the Christian churches" .. Today's anbagcrd sm of the ivorld is not ea.sily
11
anal.ysed, bu't; is made up of ma.c.tything_s--n::a.tel"l"-'l·,sm, b: •. • ~ ~nlsm, pathetic
Ii berali sm, a unt versa'! despair born of fear and insecurity •• a gro~v1ng
popular awareness that nothinO' is certain any more,l .. ·t.~ ~nlqu~ QUs economic
and poll tical systems, internation.al rivalries, inter-racial hat.red.a, and
not Lea.st , a mistrust of the Church born of her failures· thl.n . e past ..
To make headway aga.inst these forces, the Church must be a mor-e unt t.ed.,
symphonic bodyo ~~~egreat problems of our time cannot be solved by the
efforts of separate denominations: an. adequ."l.te facing of them demands
a united Church to live and shew the life of the Kingdom of God.. So
the World conrerence on Faith and Order expressed its purpo se in these
words, "that through the Church. the non-Chri stian \vorld shou'l.d be COTI:-
verted, and all human society purified and inspired; a purpose whf.ch
cannot 'be fulfilleo. but by a unt ted Church. 11
No-one would deny that, 0.es1'1 to her period.s of r eactd.ou, the Church
has been and remains the greatt~st agency of social reform ana. amelioration
2 Yet when we eompar'e what has been done wi th wha.t
-----__..---.---'-----""." .......----'.--~----'_"_._---_.
lTllisis the ke;911ote of' the secular existel1.tiaiism of:E."iirope,
seen most fully in the teaching of Jean Paul Sartre in F:-cance and. !lHartin
Hei cLegger in Germt:lny ..
2Wemust note, however, that the i(lea8 of "soci2.l gospelll, and
the views of the OhUl'ch which see it a.s nothing more than a. IIreforming
agencv".constitute heresy which is parti.ctJ.l2,rly diff:i.cult to refu.te .. It
is se~n both in the PharisaiC a.tti tudes of the time of Jesus, and in the
a.ttitu.des of wbE,t in our own time has been called Uchristian democracy".
The British, or the .Americe.nUway of life" is equated with the Idngdom
of Gael, and one shrinks from the full-page newspaper a(lvertisements
sponsored. 'by the captains of industry, which say "Go to Church on S!.mday,
for the Church is a pillar of .9E£ (siel) society". It is ldneler to believe
tbat 'all the advel't:isers, and. the Churchmenwho make no pro'test are
unaware en' their offences. This, sad to say, is truer of no society than
that of the U..S• .II.. The lion of Judah is a tame kitty, for the Church has
been housebroken, and not daring to misbeha.ve on the carpet or embarrass
the household in any we,;y. giv'es purring aquiescence to society's "good
works. II Part of t:':1.8 par<'!.(lox of hlu:Jan society is that there are pof.nt s where
social reform and. 1Jietlst (jUietism fuse and become the same ineffectiv·e
thing ..
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remains t~JI be (lone, the result is vel'Y iliscQuraging, for we must confess
that the Cb:u.rch, to her shame, has for so long denied her clw.l'act.;)J:' by
S"11n)ortil\~~sinful. soc:i<':~ and ec:onorui(~system~,CI To d.eal with the problems
of pover:ty~ crime and we.!', the Church must be '1.11:1i ted, f'or-, as Frederick
1
D. Kerslmer has said. "poli t:tcialls are not greatly disturbed by the
OIrpositioll of a body split into jealous and w'arring fr<!;gmentsll• A
un l ted Church may d.eal effectively with seedaL evil, and, 8€ain in the
words of Dean Kershner, "one of the encouraging thiro..gs about pr-esenb-
fu'l.y ctenomirmtlona1:I.sm is that self-preservation must soon dri ve the
Churches together. The out st.de pressure is becoming SO greo.t that the
Lnner- barriers will have to gi ve way!!.. In one sense, however, it, would
be real defeat if the Churches shcu'l.d have to be Cl.r!ventogether.. In.
the grace of C-odit seems that thi swill not be so, but tl:t.a.t the Church
me,y be united in desire springing from the love that is wi thin hel'.
2 .
The Lat e Peter AinsUe, one of the great pioneers of Church reunfon,
once referred to the Julian of the f:i.fth century who i11Si sted tha.t if the
Ch.riat Lane C01;l],d be so divided as to creek their brotherhood, they would
appear r:i.diculous in the sight. of the world. Dr •. Ainslie went on to
l.ili.O(,k:e a stEltement which ought to reach the hear-t of eVt~ry churchman, "What
the Roman Emperor coul.d not do to the Chur-ch, the Chure!')'ha~ prcn.ldl·1T
'"
done to itself" .. We are encou!'cl.o,'ed, however. 'b' th ...'to , Y 'e ext-ent of interde-
nom,inationsl cooperation on the gre<~,t social .l.SSUOS which have been
made so much clearer by war and post-weI' condt tj.ons. This COoper<:'.tion---..- ,..._-,_'_._---,---'----- ..
1 . . .
" Head of the Department of Chri sti8.l1 Doctrine S h'
.w.tIer University.. Dr. Kel'slmer's wri t ..Ylo's of ov ,. , cool of Religion.""....." or a r)(~I'j d f .
years show a remarkable relevance to the i asues Oftoa:ay~'O 0 many
2of the Disciples of Christ in: Amerioa.
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can never be callecl Church uni tYt for while it often!! uni ted thought
and, act.Lon, true Christian unity is more than thinking and. doing as one ,
it is bei~ one.
The nroblems of educ.stion, economics, forms of government ,
in.ternational relgtionshiYJ s, all demand a Word of Goa, which can 'be
d(~livered. effectively only bW'a united church which speaks with 0118
voice, llY a Chur'ch which lives in accord.'mce with her speaking.
Professor Balanoe of the Greek Orthod,ox Church, has sald, liThe war
(World, War I) and the post-war period have cleErly she ....zn that the
the o<""rth, is to keep its savour, it must not allow its message of peace
to go unheard. I! Thi sit solf is an immedi2,to crying need. for Church
dissipation of Christian energie,s made them wholly' unab l.e to meet the
needs of these terrible times and the aspire,tions of mankf.nd,.. II
His -words are even more relevant today, after a greater war and under
the threat of a war greater yet, than when he wrote them. So also when
he continues, Ulna world n,eeds peace, Mel if the Church, the salt of
undon, and it will not be ignored.
The need for unity in the evangeli stic and pas to rak acti vi ty
of the Churches cannot be overelI!Plw,sised.. ~ewmethods of evangelism
are required: not onl~" new tactics but a completely new strategy. No-
one who has given any thought to trds problem call honestly ilIlGlgine t;lJ.at
anyone denomination can produce, regardl,ess of carrying out, such and
ac1equf\te strategy.. In pastor2~ ,vork, the economic waste caused by
division cannot go on for very much longer. The fact of a grec::,tnumber
of Churches serving a relatively small community, (few of them ever
even half ft1,ll), is a great problem which would disappear if the Church
were uru ted. A typiea,l exe.lJ'!Pleis a sm.:'1l1country town where f1 ve or
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six denomina.tions are represented.. Each congregation has a separate
building, prcbE,bly carrying a. cri.ppling debt: the mini-sters are poorly
paid, and the preaching and pastoral work are often of poor 11l.:ta1i i;y ..
Most of the people of the town are not members of any of the Churches, ,ana
thei.r reference to the Chri.stian -.vitness as they see it are. d.lscreMtil'lg
and, scornful.. With a Church un:!.ted, the tOWl'l\vould have one congregation,
01'" maybe tw<h The builcU.ngs could be free from debt, be bG!Utiful, of
ample accommodation and always in good repair, E1l0ugh competent ministers
could, be at work, and the Church be wholly self-supporting.. Through its
inoJ.v'id:ual members, the O'nurch could ent er into munidpal and wia.er
carqpE.li,gnsfor social betterment as a force to be re.spectfully reckoned
wi th, and preach the Gospel with a voice that is certa-iIi and powerful.
il. Ullit,y of Churchmen means a urd ty of many' Christian citizens, and that
must me~Ul righteou~ progress for a community.
li'inally, the Church mu.st be united on the m:i. ssf.on field_ "1..re
1
we not cOlUJm,tting an injustice", asks Canon Hodgson, "in reprod.ucl~
our e.enomirmtio:n.e.l differences allover the world? II Weare indeed,
and the result is th.-1.t the disunity of the Church makes it infinitely
more d:tfficult for non-cbrisU"U1S to l·ec.eive the Gospel of salvation
th . ("1'lr. • t to the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man i,n
rougn \"Il!rl t,
the uui.~ of the Spirit. All this, ! believe. is representative of much
popul.ar thinking on Christj,M unity and of the uno.orgircling of the
philosophy of the oec'IJ.menical movement. There is still heard, however-,
among 8. well_intentioned but misguided sec tdon of the Chri stian community,
and ~Jong some whO ought to know better, the foolish utterance that there
1 " ." S'·' t' of' the World Conference on F"',~'tl" and 0 '" of Oxford, cere ,ary "'"'"J.. Lt rctero
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are no rea~ differences 'between the various dlv:isiol".s of Christl s Chur,'h~ -... ,
that "we are 8"11 the same re8,11y"1 This idea is fatsl to the true um ty
of the Church. If there be: no differences between Christians, then
history~ as far as Ohristianity is concerned, has no meaninge The
fact Ls, however, as Beverley N:i.chols in a rare moment wisely said,
"Ohristianity is either hi$tory or it is nothing". The same kind of
unper-ced.vf.ng , easy-going opHmism is exemplified in the attitude that
Already we k:nOVI that the search for Christian U111,ty is a tre..-
"what we need is a uni ty of spil':i.t ra.ther than a UIlity of orga.nisation ..II
Unj.ty of spirit is obviously necessary - no unf ty wUl be true unity wi th-
out it _ but it must make itself evirlent in the organism ..
mendous taslc, demanding fai tb., patience and mutu.al goodwill., We do well
to recall the worth; of Professor Sanda.y of Oxford, "There are no short
cuts in mf~tters of grea,test moment;« Problems nru.st be worked out and
and worked out from the very beginning. II Wecan take encouragerJent from
the knowledge that the basis of the oecuaenf caf movement i B that practic".l
ac t.Lon call only be Christiall on a sound theological grounding.. In
other words , 1t is rsalised that "I believe" nmst always pr-ecede
!'I do".. Werepudiate the contention of H. G. Wells that "the first
sentence in the modern creed mu.st be not "I bolieve!!but "I give myself".
Both acts ar-e indispensable but how and why one gives oneself depends
upon what one believes.. Recalling the assertion that Church und ty must
be found 011a basis of faith, sacraments and ministryp we can hope
to see that as the Ohurch believes and is Ullified. in her accep bance
of the one faith~ and celebration of the sacraments. so she will, as
one, &!E. herse11. in ministry.
ThiS, it seems to me, represents the thinking and the concern
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whdoh 'Ulltlerlies the oecum.::mieaJ- approach, 'but it yet remai.lls for us to
Look i.nto the cP.ftracteristics of the ChUl'ch and to seek to understand
something of her essentl;9,l Ieture"
CHAPTK1.III
THE CONTEl,:POF..ARY DISCUSSION ON TB:E CHURCH
In the p.r"ge:::which follow I seek to do EttIe more th8.n point
to the contemporary discussion of the perennial problem of "i'{hat do we
mean by the Church? II During the last th:i.rty years or so, there 1:12.S been
in the work of Christian tldnkel's, 8. marked return to a Church-centered
faith and a "confessional" life" Thi8 faith and this lift, are seen to
'be essentially Oh1'isto-cEmtric. 1:':IrChrist has been found to be wi thin
the Church. and. the new view of life bas begun in a "confession" of
faith in Christ. Largely b. rt-)&.ction against the inadequacies of Li.llera1
Protesta..'rltislli, which have been so fully exposed in the recent v:i.olent
manife;st:::,tions of the constant crisis of human exi st ence , tee new aware-
ness of tithe Church" and "cbuz-cananshf.p II as the archltectoric principle
of Christianity is found in thinkers of w:l.d~ly differir16 cOmhllJ,n.bns.
1· 2
It 5.s :;:n'€sentp <;1.S we should expect , in A. G. Hebert and C. H. 1'horntol1,
the great An.glo-catholic apoLogdst s, yet is eqwu.ly in evr dence in
Emil Brunner of the Reformed Church; in Nathaniel Micklem and Daniel
-Ienki.n.s, who are Congreg<?tionalists; and in William Robinsou~ who, as
3
a Dlsci.ple. is neither ca.tholic nor protestant, and yet is bothl
The recent '''iorks of these writers are perhaps foremost among the pre Gent-
day contributions, ill En.~1.ish, to this discussion; viz: Hebcr t ' s liThe
Form of the Church". Thornton1e liThe OommonLife in the Body of Christ",
1
Society of the Sacred Mission. Kelham. ~_gland.
?
-'OOffitmmity of the Resurrection, lvIirfielo_, England.
3see below, Oha,pter 1'V.
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Brunner's liThe Divine Imperatiyell (the sec tdcn on liThe COID!l11:mi ty of
If'aithH). 1I:Lc:klemis "O,:mgregat:ionalism and the 01:111rc11Oathol:lc", Jenkin's
"The Nature of Catholici tyll~ and Robinson's liThe :nUlical Doct.r Ine of
1
the Church"., These writings, H9prOaching the discussion from the: back ...
grOtll1d of various traditions, <:,l1 reveal what we may call a biblica,l
and an oecu.'1lenical concern- It is C'tS though the tipiri t of God. be
gu.., idin,,,-, His servants to a place where their partial views Come lute fa_ ~ cur~,
IZ4'1dit i8 with concerned and confident anttc:i.ps,tion that catholic church-
men and reformed cw_rchmen wait upon each othert in no spirit of polemic,
bl).t rather in the realisation that each tradition has something to give
and something to receive.. They wai t for the vi sion of the ci ty of God,
and they feel
U~u~elike some watcher of. the skies
When a new plen.ei; swlms into hf.s ken",
for it is plain that some new and clearer vision of the Church is a.l.r-eady
appearing.
This is evident in the f;.o,ct tr.at those (';o-inherilJ.2; aspects of
Godl8 redem.pti on, the Word. of Goa and the Chur-ch, which Christians have
for so long separatea.~ a.re seen and are aekn,owledged, to belong together ..
It was no a:rbi traTY caprice tb.':l.t led the committee for the Faith and
Order Conference of 1937 to appoint a Commission on "The Chur-ch of Christ
and the Word of G'od".. Seeing IIJtevelationll as the Word of God, the
Commission conceived the summary generB..l theme of the whole Edinburgh
conference to be, at least implicitly, uRevelation and the Church. ,,2
lCOllvocation Lectures, Butler University, Indiann,polis, U~S~A.,
September 1947. (Bethany Press, St .. Louis. U.S.ll.., l/iay 1948).
2See World- Conference on Faith and Order, Report of Commission
II. Report No.. 87t English Edition, 1937..
~~
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in t.h:i. s Commissicn f s report of 1937, Chri st Lans were being prepared
faY' 1:.he new vision of the Church 'Nhich was ,mcrgin{;, and fo:1' the new
W~QlSof th:inld.:I1E; whl,ch clearer vi sion I'l'as to demands These new ways of
thInking are expressed as we have said, in the coztempc'rar-y a.tti trude 'to
the discussioll~ and (to our knowledge) now here more clearly than in the
wr:i.ter2 we have named- In this mood, therefore, we shall vi.ew the Chur-ch
of God~ oln3ervlng i t s grO'und.~ it;., na.t'C're, and its purpose, f.n the light
of todayf s di scu6sione
OF_APTER IV
TF.CB;GROUlW OF THE CHURCH
The grc)l.u'lclof the Church is in :El.evelation, and "when God r eveal,e
Himoelfll, runs the report of Commission II on lIT'ne Church of Oh1'ist and
the Word of GodY. IIHe lli"'J:\TEdls the mystery of His oV'Jn:Being~ and. opens
UI) illtereouX'se between God and. man.. It is thus that the self-rev'ealing
activity of Goa. can be described as His flWord_": th.e truth whi.ch this
expresses is that Revela.tion is a spirt tual and p er scna.l, contact designed
to establish fellowsh:1p and intercourse .. ,,1 Revelation is the grounc.
of all Ohristian knowledge. e:rperience and action" and is a s cries of
facts. of things don£" vVbat we know of the character of God, and of
the nature and destiny of mall, is giv'en to us through a series of
signifj.C81'1.t fa.cts which happene.d in history, which are "dee,thless,
uncoutradictable actions of God"..
For the Hebrew and the Christian. ,
2
the char act-er' of God is known, not by the workings of man' s reason,
but in. certain peculiar events in world history which z.reHis own action ..
When we speak of Revelation as boing the "Word" of God and the action
of God, we are referring to a perfect corre18-tion of speech and action
-------------.--------------------
Ibid. t which see for a comprehensive statement on "Revelation II
and, "the Word" e
2Christian thinking. of cOUTee recognises that there is know--
ledge of God a;p3.rt frOID "revelation". There is the comn:ronis aensus
nondzrum, by which men are :o'.ble to appI'ehend God through the Law of
Nature. (See C.. FL. :Dodel , Natural. ~ in j;h£ Eible. IITheologyll Reprj,n t
No, P.) There is also the knowledge Qf Goa. gained from His crea,tion,
"for ~Ie bas inwarted something of Himself to His creation". See Ho H.
Farmer, liThe World and God", Mel "Toward Be;liof in G-od". See also




whtchbhlongs to God.alone" It is in the peculiar genius of the Hebrew
people that thetr woX'(ll'J..7"f means both "word" and. "deed" (t'n';11'''). bot.l, -r or . "J., •.•~ , J n,
someth:ing uttered and something ac ted, and th.e wri t t en word pr-oduced by
t?lem~ in the Old TestaIn.;nt, is verbal~ v-ehicular record of Godls
revelatory actIon.. For them God is "the living God.", who ~ things,
and they knew Him in those mighty acts wherf:drl He led forth Abrabarn,
delivered His peo:ple Hall't of the Land of EgYPt9 out, of the house of
1
In thi s, then, is the 'begInning of all Ohristianbondage II, Mel SO on ..
knowledge and e:x:perience.. Revelation is God I s giving of Himself to
2
thou", speeJr;i.ng to them of
His
Hi.;nself, of themselves and of His purposes" Yet His u,vOlrds!! are
irrefutable acts, objectively set forth in historY9 8_11dthe personal
ohar-ac t er of these e.cts reveals the personal character of God..
The acts of God. are enshrined and expressed. in the life of a
people, for this is a necessary condition of history; so God's WQiI'd
finds expression in the corporate life of a aocte'ty- The society He
3was Israel, to whOln He revealed Himself. and in whomHe expressedchose
Himself ..
-----.------,- ..-.--- .........~-".------.. -----
1 .. .. ' . . .
See AleXJ3Ilder Campbell, T'r~ .s::,,!!r:lS~~ Syste~, "Found.ations of
Christi;cl.ll Union". p. lIe.. "There is nat .oneao<;tract opLnf.on , not one
speculati~'c view a~serted or communicated in Old Testament or Ne\";,, l,1Ioses
begins vvith asserting facts that had tr.all,spired in creatt on and provf.denco;
and Jol"m e:n.clsvri th asserting propheti.c or positive facts in the future
of displays of l)ro-iidence and redemption.. F-dctS. then, are the al-pha
and the O;!l~ of both .rewish ana- Christia..'1 revelations". ----
2-1. t' "O.-"oerII ar 1ll .D<.L", , e
3See below. and W~ Robin~o~)~~ T'neolo~. (Llltterliorth Press.
EnglaIl:d:. 19l~6) footnote to :p'). ltb-47,. on. the prologue to the Fourth
Gospel.
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This parHcnlar aspect of Revelation is the occasion of some of
the most inspired w:r:i ti.ng of Nicolas J3erdY2-ev of the Rl1ssian Or thodox
1
Chu.rch, who ranks wi'th the greatest Qf modern theologian~3.. He insists
th.:c"t Revelation tn::plios ell essential dtL?J.i tY$ and, that revelation demands
reci:rroci ty.. The central theme of all J3er(lyaevl s thin..1dng is the id.ea
of IIGod-1Ill3llhooo_1! 2 the p,';tradox. that while God is both the v,holly "Other
One", tr~mscendent and utterly beyond the world and man, He reveals
Himself to man, enters into him and. becomes lithe i:ll)._lJlost content of HU:i.J:l' S
existence" II fils that a contradil~tion and an :i.ll1possibl.Uty? ", asks
Berdyaev; "then. so is life and SO is manti" :Being!! God-manhood; the
mystery of the "vital meeting and all-pervading nmtual penetration of
fElllovrship, real living th.(;tt is born of God, is the "interpenetration
God.and man"" (We are reminded. of William Robt nsen! s insi st euce that
ofpersona.litylf~) The idea of God-manhoodu,,'1ites what discursive reason-
ing canno t urrl t e, and "renders every moment of life a witness to the
2
supreme simul t<~rusousoneness and duality of God and manfI.. From J3ero.yaev· a
"(Jod-manhood." there emerges a peculia}:' existential epistemology, which
may be summed up by saying ti1.at man knows other reali ty only in aW2.reness
3
of its relation to himself t that is, in self-awrireness~ One implication
of this theory of k."lowledge which is particularly relevant to this study
is tha.t revelation demands reciprocity: it requires man! Ii! creative
--------_._----_._----------
1of whose de8.th. this Spring, news has just reached us.
2See Evgueny La..mpert, !iCO~ti\S Ber<1;y:~e.v~ the l'l~ Middle ~"
(Ja.Se Clarke eftd Co. Ltdft~1ondon. 1945). especially pp .. 33-58.
31 havedea.lt more fully with this aspect of the thought of]3erdyt'tev in a paper already prese.nted in the School of Religj.on cn\-.'.Ued
"Existenti;3~ism in Russia. <'Ind England, with special reference to Nicolas
]erdyaev .."
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participation .. In J3erdyaevis own words. "revelation ca.nnot operate on
1
man 811tollfj,tically and mechanically, independent of who and what he iSIl"
The idea of Gocl-ma.nhood represents the dra.ma of love awl f'r eedom be-
tween God, and man in which are revealed the humarri ty of God and the
di vine image of man. J3errlyaev never thinks of Goct except as in His
relation to man. for man the creature is essentially n..art of God th.t! .. e
Creator. Man himself ha.s no being outside God,!s knowt ng ht m, that is •
out at de God's existence: God,' s existence includes the existential being
of man~
'Pne !lvi tal meeting" must occur in time and. space- God cannot
speak to us unless He comes to where we are, and His speech, (like all
speech, for so He ordered it), is "an eX):)ressiol1 of personality- Through
spe eoh persons come into contact with each other. II It is not to be
und.er-at.ood as mere utterance or communication. It is more than a medium
of mutual conrprehension - tlit is the materi.al externalisation of a
and answered, cllld so to be a basi s of intercourse". Every word which
spiritual process. It is an address to a person. meant to be taken up
we exchange presupposes a. revelation between ~ and~. Speech is
not 8, thing: it comes into being only- between persons, and, "thi sis2
why we can call the self-reveaUng acti vi ty of God. Hi s "Word.".
AJ hO
~'J.e""er'.we must insist that the "1)1'01'(1"of God. is fact •
.ways. . v
Fact s , events in. histor'J', are irrefu.table actualities regardless of how
they are apprehend,ed or imclerstood. The eyes of faith, hO\vever, see in
facts of history. the utterance of Goo., and, in certain defini ti ve
------~--------------. ----------------------------------------------------
1 r:rIle Me"'_ni!l'<'of Crea.tiveness (Moscow, 1916). quoted by
Ber<lyaeV, - <"~ b .
Lampert.
2See "World Conference on Fai t.h and, Order
ll
: Report of Commission
II. Report No. B7, :English :Edition. Chap. 1. p. 9·
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hi.storical events. a specd f'Ic , personal reye12,ticn of' Go(il s Wo::.'o....It
j ngs , which insists that only God ccuLd be their author.. They are
particular event,,: in which God speaks, a.cts~ ccmes and Ls encountered:
wherein the tnlth about Him is .s.ppr-el)€;ndso.e So Robinson is able to
i'lrrite th.Ett IIChri sti.ani ty dec.Lares t!l[-lt particu12,r facts of histor;l Cal~
1
e;3t<2.o1ish eternal tru.ths".
It is this significance - of the holy action of God- seen in
the pa.rtieul.3.ri ty of concrete, histories.1 event, which scand.:-Uised, the
Greeks. and whi.ch, it would seem, bas scandali.sed Christians themselves.
for from the ti.me of the Apostolic Church "until recently, Christh'u
t.heology appear-s to have been If:,rgely unmva:r'€Jof thi E ch.?.racter of the
Fni th. Wehave to WE_itt for the return of thl s personal t Itbi.blical!l,
in.Gight, 'until Sor-en K:JE:I'gega.ard, (1813-18'55). hurled into a new under-
stnnding of "existenzl!, glories in"the sCandal of :p2,rticul~wityll. ~lhi8
biblical insignt is seen, however. in the siITl9lcr. stronger, and
certcdnly saner uttero.nce of Alex3.J1cler Campbell (1783-18'66)" Here, in
il.1exancler Ca:!lpbell, we have existentialism "without tears!!: a keen
unclersta.nding of living unde r God that has none of the hysteria. of
2
Kierkegaard and his successors.
no tm.ng to do ,vi th opinions or abat rac t reasonings, for it is founded
as against llessingl£: conten.tion that eternal t rut.hs can never be
f'oundcd on 'P(;~,rticulc:.r historical occurrences.. In this connection,
r ef'er-ence s11ou1.dbe made to Alexander CB_mp-bel11 s discum:lion on the dis-
tinction bet\'V'cen truths ant: facts. in his- cha.pter "Poundatdcns of Christie,n
Union"."The Christi.an SystEml" ..
2
Over a hundred yeC),rs ago. AlexC'1lder CE!.I!Ipbellwas teaching many of
those biblical emphaae e which. now being shouted by the Europee.n tbeo-




wholly and entirely upon facts".
What are these significant, revelatory facts?- They- are seen in
the hi.story of the people of Icrael. (knOi'TIl as HebreVls, and. letter, ,::w
Jews), who had a I'Cculial' self-consciousness, objectively vino.ice.tecL by
their unique hr ator y, thc:..t they were a people chosen 'by Goa a.s a testi-
mony and a wi tnes::: to Him. Thel.r "cho senncus u is first observed in the
ca.lling out of Aor-ahara, who "went forth, not kncnvil1g whither he went".
and in the progress of his !!seed!!. 1::;1'e,e16 hi t.ho lifb. thr-ough the
CE:7.),t1.J.:r:ies, o£ tl:~epeople of Israel, are seen lithe mi.ghty acts of Gorl",
culmi.:n""ting ill the Incarnation, ill the life of Jesus Ohrist, where
lithe Word became flesh"" There. lithe Word, of God" is manf.f'ec t-ed in a.
single individual, but an individu;J..l whoW?~t~ the IIIsrael of God". the
11Servwt of Goat!, the llSon of Mall!!, a corporate per sonal.I ty. Here
is a "limiting point of concretion., a centre of history, the concretion
2of the [>,bsolute. II The final facts which constitute Revelation are set
out by the Apostle Paul in I Cor.15:3-5. (and are believed by Eduard
Moyer, Robinson ana, others to be the baptism::,.l creed of the Damsacue
-------_----------
Alexander CaJn:p1)eJl.. op- cit. J!"'romthe FounQation of Ghrist.taIl
Union: "The work of r~d.er.lption- is a system of i"Torksor deeds on the Part
of aeLven. which consti tut~e the moat splendid seriE.,s of mor-aL fe..ct s ~~,hich
mar: or [';nsel ever saw. And they are the proof, the argument, or the
demonstration of that regenerating proposi tion which presents "God!
and ILove' as two names for the one idea. If For CanpbeLl., these facts ar-e
known by testimoEZ. and receiv0cl in the heart by f~dth ..
(C8.TJpbelli s discussion of Fact , Ter~tilliony <IDa. ~~aith is remarkably rolevant
to to(.'\.ay's thinking. and, should be more wiclely known. His "theology!! -
though he would not so cal.L it, (r,id) - is widely interpreted, C:ll1dnot
rarely completeJy misinterpret~d), by t~1€: leaders of the "Di seiple II
movenent in A.':!erica" l{,uch of the "genius II of CaJll))bellI::; work has 'been
caught by WilHam Robinson in England. and is interpreted and developed
in Robinson's writing.)
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Church.) They are trlat Chri.st died for our sins according to. the
Scrlptures; He was buried; He rose again the third day e.~-:;(:·rdingto
the Scriptures; He was seen of Cepll.$"se "These moral f<:"!.cts.11 says
~Uex.andor Campbell, "unf'oLd all the moral grandeur of Jehovah, and
make -Jesus the effulgence of His glory, the O,k'lH'l'H3Simage of Hl.S
sub suence- These are the lM)J.·a.lseal which testimony conveys to the
UTJ.dE;l'stm:l.ding.and fal th J;J.rings to the hearts of sinners. by whi.ch God
1
ci'ea tee th3ID anew and forms them for His glory-II.
These unt cue , historical events; these facts whieh are God's
Word.; tr.lat is to say, tr.is Revelation, is the ground of the Church,
for the Church ('}rhich is the new Israel) is the rec:i.proeal people which
personal revelation necE:ssarily reouires.. (We have seen Berct~r;.e-.;!s
insi stE<DCe, and we observe that Robt nson has 'lV1'i tt en , "in a hi.stories1
nexus, God cannot be manifestt1d univers.ally: He is confined to time and
space- U. ",.That is why "salvation is of the Jewsl!.. Tha.t is why the
2
Bible in its whole range is about "tl:e old Israel" and lithe new Israeli ".
Here is the essential "biblical pattern" of the ground of the Church ..
As thE; "tru.e" Israel (that is to say, that group within the people of
God whtch was obedient to the voca.t t on of the Israel of God) was
narrowed down, through conteruporarl "remnants!! to that fi.nal limiting
point of concretion in Jesus Christ. so ~ Him. as He indwells the
communi ty which lives by fe.i th in Him. a. new Israel t the Ohur-ch, grows
1The empirical view of the facts of God's revelation is 08st
seen from the standpoint of a stud.y of liThe Kingdom of God.". That the
idea of the "Kingdom of God" is tbe pr-t mary turd.en of the Script1:_res.
which record and convey the factS'O'f Revele.tlon, WH2 the thesi s ~'h.ich I
~resented, in 1939. for the Overda1e Theological Diploma.
2
Robinson. ibid. See :partic'lua.Uyhis treatment of the pr oLogue
to the Fourth Gospel .. (pp.1.!6- n ..See also T. W. lVf.anson. ~ Reaching .?..f




This~ then~ is the ground of the Church; that the Church is
the comrrrunity which is all. essential factor of God..' s self-giving; and,
belonging to the a.cti.vi ty of God, H beloJ:"..gs to the very life of God..
1
A similar view is expounded in the work of J. R. Co~\tes, one-time
Professor of Old Testa.ment. Sally Oak Colleges, Birmingham, England,
especially in hi l;) -t)oc,k ~ Comin~ .2.f. the Church, and in the work of T.W.
rf.anson. of Manchester Un;lversi ty.
CHAPTER V
THE CON'1'ENiPORARY DISCUSSION
Brunner in ~ _Diyi!~ft.!..l!!E.s:~' 111s the d~,cisive ouesti.on for theology
and theological ethics".. 1I1Thenecessity and. nature of the Church,"
Will:'i.aill Robi.nson untiringly insists, "are grounded in. the fact and
"The q_l).estion of the nature of the Church~ II writes Emil





c:i.procaJ.. n, we have 8.1rea(1;]' seen- We sha.l.]. now try to see that the
cont emo..orary d:i.sC'ussion on the Church v:l.n.dice.tes the twofold cha t. . C'Tac ar
of Robinson's assertion., and justifies the directness of Brunner's
eatement.
From WP.£l.t I have said is. the gr01JI!o. of the Church. this at
Leas t is cle!O,.:r~that the Church 1s no f:ree association of people: 1t
is not the self_determined coming t.ogether of religiously-minded per sone
,J.ue
It is an alreadY existing lllife", in which persons are related to God
and. teo each other; (to say which is to say more than Father Hebert IS
lithe Church ..... is a relation of persons II).. Carnegie Simpson is nearer
the truth when he writes. "The nature of the Church is a spirt tua.l life,
essentia.lly invisible; but this is called upon to have outward. visible
. ].





of R. C.. Moberley, already quoted.. liThe Church is
---------------------------------~-------------------------------
lA marginal note. written by Carnegie Simpson, on an unpublished.
paper written by one of my British friends.
too.
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in fc.ct the Spirit of Ohri st , communicated to the spirits of those
who :!:'ccognise and. beli.eve in His Person and Work: it is the disciples
of Chri at made Ohr:1stia:n in v'ery deed 'by participation in the Spirit
of Christ".. So t.he nature of the Church is twofold.: it is ~ life
that, earning out from God, is manifest€\d i.n th,! ~. of ~ created ~TlfUnitY.."
T"l:"liBlife ll13.nifested. in fact. Ls, we have seer:.) "Revelation!!: Revela-
tjc'n. we saw. W",V3 expressed wi.th f:inality in Christ, the incarnation of
the life of God.. So, our expressions "Revelation !!, "Word of God", "Christ",
and "Chllrchlft are a. glorious unity: they stand for the one constant,
complete acti'vi ty of God, HiS "M.d for fellowship ".
Because it is Godls final act. His fullest manifestat.ion, the
Incarnation in the life of Jesus is the key to all Ohristian under-
standi.ng.. COJ!!prehensio!lis completest here, for here is a word spoken
in the way that we ourselves speak words: here is a life conditioned
as our own lives are conditioned. Here, indeed, is a point of con-
cr-etLonr for here is a Mane from a home, with a ,job. in a town, and
we can know Him.. By this token we see the paradox which is the C'nurch -
~ par-adox resolved only in existential commi.tment. ]'01' this word is a.
worrl of flesh and blood; this individual life is the life of a communf-,
ty; this Man is God: and of the nature of this kind of paradox is theI
nature of the Church..
Already there is implici t before us the prq;blem of vitality
and form. That Christians have failed to see that essentia.l vitality
and necessitated form beneficially co-inhere in the nature of the
Chu.rch, and rather have been shacld ed by the categories of Greek
philosophy, is the cause of much of the Church's outward disintegra.tion ..
It may be true that every area of hUID,"1n life be an arena where constant
struggle between vi tali ty and f'or n is seen ..
It may be true that "the whole creation groal).eth!9, that the natural
ord.er i.tself be involved in the "Pall", and that everywhere we find the
prob'Lem that energy and form seem set in contrad.i(~tiou.. Yet~ where the
vi tali ty is that of a living Woro_ which called the Church into being, and
through its fai tb.ful utterance sust,ains it; and where the form is that
of a community whose structure is !11::hangelessarid yet ever new", that
is to say, historically continuous and. yet always contemporaneously
adequate and relevant, the problem iisa:ppears. Tb.e prob'Lem has 'been so
long with us largely because the three classical approaclH~s to it have
neve'r fully admitted the d.epth of the paradox that lies in Revelation ..
The Eastern theologians have been the nearest the truth, but they have
cLouded the issue in the subjecti.vism of an undefining mysticism.. The
Western catholics, confined by AristoteliJ'\ncategories and. a limi.tetl
logic, have tried. to solve the problem with their "Yes or Ho". "Ls or
Is not". and have all but auenched the vitality of the Church.. The
Protestz..uts have maintC"ined. a delHerate blindness to the fact of 1
form, and. have tried to see the Church! s essence in fUllction and feeliT¥';.
nl€: "Declaration and Address", formative statement of the
2
ninete€utn=century Restoration movement, to which we have already
1I have said that it can be the intention of these chapters
only to point to the present stap'e of the discussion on the Church ..
If certain ecclesio1ogical questions are missing, it is 'because! am
particularly concerned with those issues which have special significance
for the present work of oecumenicit.y. I believe that those basic problems
of ecclesiology which still bewild:;r Christian leaders, have their
origins in thos€) essential factors of the Ohurch to which these pages make
reference.
2see infra. Cha:p_ VUI, Sec. V.. (Churches of Christ. or Disciples).
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referred, insists that the primary proposition of its "addr-es s ", is
!!that the Church of Christ upon earth Ls eseentt al.Ly, Lnt ent Lona.lLy
and canst! tutionally one ", There is much in the ethos of the Disciple
movcmerrt to su.._ggestthat these early authors really knew what they
were sayin.g$ One would wi sh , however-, that their subsequent statements
expLad.ned more fully their primary ·beliefs. for" the "Acc-ess" is much more
concerned with "constitution" than with "essenceu and "intelltion~1I2
Yet here, surely. is found that na.tural co-inherence of the elements of
the Church which not. "Orthodoxy", nor IICatholieisroll nor "Protestantism"
has been able to express. Heres in this tI,Ad.dressfl, we have the oneness of
(that vitality which is the life of God); "intention", (the
1
liTo all tha.t love Our Lord Jesus Christ. in sincerity. through-
out all the Ohurches, the following Ad.dreas is most respectfully sub-
mitted" e (Declaration and Address, Standard Publishin,;; Co., Clncinnatti.
Ohio,,) _-
2
Two observations need to be made here. First, that there is
good hi storie<3-I reason for the early ":Disciple" preoccupation wi th const.t-.
tut5.on" Thenh aos arid emnity expressed in the divio.ed.Iless of the visible
Church around them. "/~ighed. heavily upon these leaders~ so that "con-
sti tution"_ (i. e. syst~ of fundamental. laws; ·visible. systematic
expression) seemed to them to be their immediate concern- 'I'he fact is,
that the point of departure of the Disci"Ole movement is lithe present
state of the Christi~.n religion!! in the light of lithe Living Oracles. II
Second, that the urgency is increastngly seen. of the need to translate
into current terms. the works of Thomas and. Alexander Campbell and. their
colleagues.. I cannot avoid the feeling tha.t the Restoration movement has
failed at thl s point; that it has not had its plea prepared in terms
which the broader oecllmenical movement can understand and appreciate.
Because this thesis is that ",Amsterdam is not Je:rusalem", (and equally
tr-J13t it is not "Babel" for only a graceless bitterness could so call it!),
there is sUll time for this work of translation. And if Disciples are
truly to express "movement" and not "denominationalism", this. it seems
to me. is an ess:'!ntial part of their immediate task. The Hestoration
movement is judgeP. in that by the tir:lf1 t. ",,'tt the broader ac t ivi ty of
Ohrt at endom r-eached its "Amsterdam" (wherever that might have been),
the Restoration movement was not rea.dy: it did not know the timE-)of
its visitation!
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IV0rd of God); and I!COllstit'Ution"~ (-the. form of the Ohurch).
'Nhen, thE;refo~ ]'ather HebeJ't enters the contemporary discussion~
wi t.h b.:i.;3signific.<:.nt contribution eJlti tLed J!he For~ of the Church,
he has been a.'1.t:i.ci.psteo_. and. at not a few points, a'l r eady c()rrected. r.rhat
t1:1is Ls SO~ is l;;rgely due to the fa.ct that, flbj.blical" theologian
t,hough he is. he cannot avoict (nor seems to wish to) the limiting
1
conse quence s of "C;..'t,thclic" philosop~).ical preconceptions. It would
be pr-e sumpt l ous and stupid to SeWtllat this work Ls not enlightening and
2
si~~~rl1ficant~ It ts written p8.rtl~r as a reply to Da:a.iel Jenkins' 'book,
'tlhe Nature of Cathololci t;y:,wherein. Herbert thinks. Jenkins has failed
to see the necessity and the meaning of form. (In this he has not fUlly
und.er-sto od Jenkins, who, in his assertion that the Church's catholici ty- is
in her I!apostolicityll, shews t.na.t ne, as a Oongregationalist, is a good
"Catholic ".)
Concerned to define the nature of the Church, Hebert insists
that it is the vehicle of the form of a creation; or. more ac cur-a te.Ly,
of the new form of a new creation.. His work begins wt th a painstaking
effort to shew tr1at Creation is the acti vi.ty of mind imposing forms:
and. that the tarm IIformll b..as a constant. douDle meaning - (1) shape alld
3
structure. and (2) active. formative influence. Much of our error, he
says, begin3 in putting these two meanings in a false opposition.
Because man has sinueo_. has refused lito accept the subord.inate place
1
See The Form of tbe Church, Ohap- I. (Faber and. Faber. 19l..J.L!)_---
Nevertheless
t
one feels occasionally tha.t Hebert seems to plead
a case against the evio_ence~ His :philosophic forcfath"; ;:: -ouLd shudder
at his ab1211danceof "non sequi turs!ll (E. G•• see ibid •• p.20. quot.at l on
of 2Co1".5: 7-13. and last paragraph on p. 28




which h0,S been asdgned to him in the created order!!, there is need for
a new CrecJ,tioIl. which we know as IIRed.empUon"" This new creation is the
divine activtty imposingn.ew forms: that iSt a. new shape and structure
and. new active, formative influenceso The form of Redemption is Christ~
for He 1. s the form of true manhoodf being Himself t.he Image of God..




g man is recreated into the likencss of the glory of
God. "ThUS, in thO Israel of the Messiah, whioh is the Church. mMkind
reoeives salvation. redemption •••• through the Son as formal cause.
1




to us?" ana answers that there are four - S~craments.
"Whc\t ", :Hebert goes on to ask, "are the O1.1twardforms that med.iate
Creed.• Ministry (JIpOsto1ate). '"~C. Scripture. These ere the forms imposed
by God. behind wbich stands Cbri.t Our Lord. whOi. the ultimate Form.
There are. however. other forms in the Church wbich are plainly of human
origin. For ex_leo the Eucharist is a divine ordinance, but the
11turgiBs enshrining it are made by men- Here is an i""ortant dis-
tinction, and thiS distinction between ee.ential (divinely given) forms
nYl.:1 d (b:u-.,,,,ly ar:rel1eed) for!llS, is "both c.lea.r and oblieatory""
~u secon,ary _. - ~ •
gere we sre at one of thO points where Rebert has been
""ticipated by Alexander CamPbell. A remarkable agreeroent is seen when
Hebert cO!IIP
ures
the distinction between essential form and. secondary
form to the distinction between ""tural law and positive law.
Th's diotinction between wMt is of (livine ordinance and what is of
hu;;"" 0; ecclesiastical ""rangeroent is of the greatss importance.
and it it is essential that it be correctly made~ It corresponds
t tl
' d' ti ncti on between uatural law and po., h vs law. Strictly.
o ..e .lS--------------1.Ibid .. p. 3°" __ ...........-·n_
we shoul.d trace, in e5_tber case a triple division .. First. there is
God 0.rci.aining Hi s etElrnal l&,w; then, tJ:ds law as apprehendeo- 'by us,
wh.ich is naturs.I lH.w; arret then the pO~3:j_ t.ive l~~wor hunan legisle:.tion~
the f'unc tdon of wnLeh is to a:p:oly natura.1 Law to the circumstances
of lifee So in the 02'(~.erof grace, th'iJre j_ s Chr1st; the Redf,emer.
the ultimate Form or Exempll".r: then the essential, divinely given
f'orms by which the rede:llpt:1.on is wediC'Lted to 'us; tr en the secondary
or man-onade forms by which these essential forms are clothed in a
dress appr-op r-La.te to a pa.r t.Lcu.Ls.r region and ".5_r·· :'.
The distinction between the essentia.l ano.Che s ecc nda r'y forms Ls
'both clear and obligatory in the :i.llst1';[uce of the S;:'_c:r'2.nsnt", end. tJ:Jt;;
l:i.turgical forms whlch enshrine them, or in t.he simil&r Lnstance s
of the Scriptures as contrasted with the Divine Office. wh ich is
sub at ant.LaL'Ly a form p rovi.ded by Church allthorl ty for the use of the
Scr ip t.ur-es in the orderly red. tation of the peal tel' and. the rca.cling
of the lessons, or of the Scriptures as contrasteo, 1IVi th the books
wrf.t ten in the Chur-ch to expound their Illean:i.ng~l
'I'urniIlg to tne "Christian System". and Campbell! s chapter on
"Eb..'Ilediency", (which in the light of Hel)ert we might aImost call
"On Secondary Formsn). \v€ read;
Law j_ t.se Lf t s, Lndeed, at 'best bu t an expedient - eo means. supposed.
e.t the time of its pronmlgr,.tion. sui table to some l'c.tional end. But,
owi.ng to the JID.,1.tability of things~ laws often fail to be the bo~t
means to the ends proposed; and are therefore aboLf shed .• or for the
tL::l8 -being, suspend.ed. This is true of all 1a1."13 and lnsti tutions
prescribing the modes and forms of actton, whether in religion or
mora1i ty. Moral lc:W-s. properly so called. are, indeed, imm:uto:ole;
bec.:mse the principle of eyel'Y morEll law is lov·e. and. that ca.n
never cease to be not only a way and me,ans, but the only wax and
meal~s • to l'8..tional. human happiness.. Positive prece:pts. howev(:Jr.
prescribing the :f0X'msof religious and moral action, ern..?,nating from
God. Himself ~ have been changed, and may again be chc':mged, while all
the elements of piety and more,li ty are im:rllJtable•
• • " ...... Still. there are lIID.Uy things left to the law of expediency,
concerning which no precepts are found in the apostolic wri tingfJ ••••
~1hey are then, in one sentence, those thir.gs or forms of aetion which
it was imposei ble or unnecessary to reduce to special prE:;cepts;
consequently they are not fal th, piety nor y.lora.li ty; becau.se wha.tever
is of the faith, of the worship, or of the lDorC:'.lity of Christi.anity.
was both possible and necessary to be proIilU1ga.ted, and :I.E eXf)rel:lsly
and f'ully propo1J.ndedin the sacred .. seriT,turea. The la\'V of expediency
then has no pl:we in determining t.L18 arti.cles of faith. acts of
worship nor principles of mora.li tJr. All these reou1re n "thus
sa:i t.n the Loro." in express stc,.tements. and the sacreo. wri tings have
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be c&,lled. tiv3' circuTI'.st::,.nti,~J.s of the Gospel and of the Chur-ch of
01r let , the people of God are hft to their own dl scz-et.Lcn and to
the fac:iU ti es 1:LTl<l exigencies of society ..
• • •••• • ~••• M.any thii1_,£t, indeed. that are of vi t<:"l irlportc'.Tlce to the
well 'being arret pro s_9l2,ri ty of the kingdom of G11.ri st. ar-e left to the
la.TVof expecU,enc;Y8 A few' e K:;;;,mpleswill suf'f'Lce- ••••• meeting--houses.
bap t t.e.t e rdes , Lordi s tab l.e a, the emblElmatic Loaf and cup , tiriJes. of
cO:::lvocation.peGtc .. ,etc ..... ~'1'here ).$ n:r: law. rule or precedent for
the manner of eating Lord's sup1)er •• ~e
The communt.cn of s~,ints, of a.l1 Christian ohur che s - the co-operation
of chur-ches as one holy nation, a kingc1_om of prf.es t e, as a peculia.r
people in all common intereBts and benefits - an efficient Gospel
T.clinist ry, supported justly and honourably by the whoI.e commum ty -
are matt.er-s clearly and fully ttmght by both apostolic pr-ecep t and
a' thori. t;y·; 0'1Jt the forms, t he ways anG the mear.s by ,'Vr.:.ich~theBe
ends shall be a.ttained are left to th,law' of expediency.2
As we \Jould expect, both Hebert an:! Campbell ask on what grouHc1s
thE' dieti.nction betv,'een essenti6l1 ana, secondary 10rms 5h<:\11 be matte,
and; by di.fferent ways, w1'lich add to, the usefulness of thiE compar-t.son ,
reach a strikingly simila.r, :1.f not the same answere Hebert writes:
How does this bear on the B.ca wi th which we are working, that
Bible, Sac i-amen t s , Creed and MiniHtry are essentiCl,l forms of the
Church. such that without them it would not be the Church, yet
'belonging to a different c.Lass from the :for'ms set up wi thin the
Church by eccles:i.8,stical law and, usage? Clearly i.t makes difficult,
or r-ef'ut es , the Church as an i':'lSti tutional system of whi.ch Our Lord
is the Found,er, and. which He has comwitted to men to be a(lministered
'by them
t
with its title-deeds set out in black and whi te, certain
~m(l inclisputable. It is far more congruous vrith the terms in which
the Church is actually iescri bed in the NewTesta,ment, as the Bride,
thE:; Body. the Flock, the Temple. the 01.ty& If it is the Kingdom of
God. it is primarily SOt according to t.he Hebrew' idiom, as the
sphere of the Divine Reign.. It is indwelt by the Spirit. Its
character is persoll<:li.l, not legal. It i.5 founded on the person of
Ohrist who sends the Apostles in His n.ame, as personal witnesses to
Him. to bring to men the Gospel, the Scriptures, the Sacra,ments.
As a living body, its exi.stencE presupposes the presence in it of
the Spirit of God to animate it with life and make it a living
fellowship of mell D01.ltH1. together 'by 10ve.3
---- -.-,.---_.,. ......----.......------_,'----
1





The FOr:!!! of the Church, p. 41~
Campbell '.'11"i tes:
He that asks for um'lllimity asies for what is not often attainable in
a small nv~n'berof persOl1.Se••• The law of exr;ediel1.cy enacts that a
majority of the seniors shall decide in all cases what is most
expedient to be done in 8,ttaining any of the ends COIDfllandedin the
Christian Institution, the means to which are not divinely ordained in
the written laws of that institution; and that the minority shall
carefully and conscientioUsly acquiesce in such deeisions.~_ ~ ss. ~ l:;!. ~ ~rem£. ~ 2f .reli~on, moral~ and
~c¥L !'!2. ~!!! l""s. "it~ it •.coul_~~ 2! ke"l.' 'E'l.
TJeopl~.E.ure.!_E.eacea.:2.~~ happ~.!..~ ~ith ili we" only-~. ~
most matters_z...EEl ~ ~~ 'Has a s the spint and soul and
body of the Christian Institution. Wecannot Love by 1a'.7. but we
can walk in love with no other law but that of l-ove. The Christian
system contemplates love as supreme and makes no arrangements nor
provisions for keeping together a carnal, worldly, self-willed
population. Better such a confederacy bad burst into as many particles
as persons, "by the repell.:'1l1.tprinciple of selfishness, than to be
Moped tOfether by an the laws of expediency from }Ioah to John
Wesley. II .
]'01" more than SO much agreement, it is too much to hope. and.
•
Hebert1s logic is no match for Campbell'S. Hebert falls into the error,
"lvhichhe is 8,t such pains to avoid, of confusing essential and secondary
f'o r-ms, From a rather "forced" exegesis, and from a more obsessed and
less skilful handling of catholic tradition than that of such colleagues
G D· 2. " fas Canon Phythian-.tulams and Dom regory r.x, hl s new a the nature of
the Church fails finally to shew tbat personal. living fellowship which is
God's new creation.
If much space seems to bave been given to Father Uebert',
position. it is because he is an i,,!,ortant figure in the Church of
England, and hiS viewS have a strong iJrlluence on many representatives
of .An 1
" " Ln the oecumenica1 movement. (Anglicans, who make ex:pedient
g lcanlsm 1 ~
d retros
....ecti ve ratiOllaJlisations, are, I believe, less
compromises an 1-'
11kely tron manY atner s to mal'" the si gnal can t ri but1on to Amst erdam' s
-------------------- -------------1The Christiall System. Chap- 27: . ,
2who are not afraid to make adml.ssJ.ons.
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search for the nature of the Church. "Practical peopLe ", they are et.ho-
logically unfitted to accept easily the mystery of paradox: not least
that paradox ill which
9
we have asserted, lies the nature of the Church
and to which, our discussion must return!)
The paradox of Revelation finds final expression, we saw, in the
Incarnation. It is just because the Chl)rch is "the extension of the
Incarnation" that it is only in viewing that mysterious duality wedeh
the Inca,rnation presents, that we can understand the nature of the
Church. Here, it seems to me, the oecumenical discussion has been
nowhere better served than in the work of Nicolas Berdya,ev and William
Robinson.
Weha.ve already referred to J3erdyaev's conception of "the vital
meeting and all-:prevading mutual penetration of God and man"» There,
is summedup the biblical view of the nature of the Church. and that
1
Berdyaev can so :perceive it. is tri1:mte to his IfOrthodox heri tage."
In Goa.'s proclamation of IIGod-manhood" is the ground of the Church:
in God's insi stence that "God-manhood" shall be constantly, continuously
procla.imeq. lies the nature of the Church. :E'or she is "God-manhood"
manifested; she is "Incarnation" extended for all time! she is the
living Eody of the living Christ.
To speak of thiS. the Eody of Christ, is for Robinson, to speak
of a reality. He will not have it that St. Paul is "theologising". bu.t
affirms that in the fact of the :Bodyof Christ, we have "a mystical
recdityll. Since he first entered the discussion on the Chu.rch, his has
1See the Berdyaev bibliography in "Nicholas J3erdyaev and the Hew
.:lid.dle Ages". by Evgueny Lamper t , (Jas. Clarke & Co.) Wemust not forget
the influence on J3erdyaev. of J3ulgarkov. with whomJ3erdyaev was so closely
associated in the new Russian renaissance at the beginning of this century;
and of Khomiakov, who has contributed so much to oec'l.lmenical thinking,
1_)articularly in interpreting the Russian idea of "s01)ornost ".
been a voice to be heard, and more perhaps than anyone in the English
tr8,oi ti on, Robinson has caught thB,t biblical insistence which is meant
by Berd.yaev
l
s "God-manhood". There are at least b;voreasons for this.
First. he is a spiritual son of Alexander Campbell, in whose thinking
are fo,md the wisctomof the saints of an old. world, (by which he was
shaped), 2~d the challenging experience of a new world. (to help to
shape which he found he was called.) VVl1.at.in both conservative catholi-
CiSID
and pioneering protestantisIDt seemed to him to have the authority
of Revelation, went into the making of Campbell, sa that Reither he nor
any true son of him. can be clalS"sifled as only "catholic!! or only
1
a sound view of history that ~ been made. was seen, (always from "an
clelibera.ted attempt 8.t a conscious syncretism, but from the fact that
"protestant ", in the labelling use of those words.
This, not from any
u.."l.d_tirstandingdistancell) 'by one whose task it was to help in making
?
hi story.
with en und.erstand.ing and a love of those elements of lIexistenz
ll
which
Secono.• Robinson, is not only an Englishman, he is a Celt,
are mysterious and undefinable - the inexpressible which is known in
experience as well as in the intellect. For all the Nnglishman in him
demands an emphasis on objectivity and reason and moral choice, the Oelt
in MIDrevels in paradox and tension; knows the victory of the spirit in
the midst of the tragedy of eolstence; .Ad sees the Ohurch to be the·
area of the conteTIqiorary consummatiOnof God's eschAtological verities.
The key to the understa.nd_ine; of the nature of the Church,
Robinson would insist, lies in the concept of "fellowship". The idea
------------_.-----------------------------------------------------------------
1See footnote, Chap Ill. Sec. 1. p.18
2ThiS sense of the importance of history is essentially biblical.
For "the Deople of §ad", God is knOwn in history, in action, in facts.
Th
~s ....:.- ~s ch8,racteristic of the teaching of both Campbell and Robinson.
... empu.csJ.s ...
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of fellowship, (pa.rticularly as it is found in t.he teaching of Robinson),
seems to be an essentially biblica.l derivative. and so to be the yard-
stick for all oecumenical utterance and a.ction.
The Church i s ~ Fellowship, and it ma.ybe sc:dd that the whoLe
1
of God's activity .'!Jithin history is "God's bid for fellowship". Vlhat
we have to see is that God's relationship to the world of man is a
personal relationship; ana. that 1)eyCino.personality there lies supra-
personali ty _ that sharing (or inte!penetration) of persona.li ty. which
is fello'''I'ship. In fellowship is the revelation of the tru.th about
2
reality; is, objectively set forth. "the hidden structure of reality."
When St. Pa,ul calls the Church lithe :Bodyof Christ", he dares
to use this kind of language because he has "learned the secret" of
fellowship, and. in that learning can. boldly assert the identification of
3
Christ and the Church. In the Fourth (}ospel we find R similar view,
where lithe Church is set forth as the universalising of the concrete
revelation of tithe Wordmade flesh,!,4 "All thiS". says Dr. Robinson,
"csnno t be taken as the theologising of a Paul or the philosophising of
a John. I t is i mplici t in all the shewing of God in the oi a Testament
from the time that Abramwent forth notlmowing whither he went. II
So the Church is different from every other society in the
world. They are of men, she is of God; and she carries wi thin her that
pc,radoxical duality borne by Our Lord. She is divine, yet human; tempor-a'L
1In what follows I have drawn on many of Dr. Robinson's ar t.Lc'les
and occasional writings, and OJ: :nyownnotes of his lectures over a number
of years. It was mymisfortlln.e bhat his imnortant book, 'Phe Biblical
Doctrine of the Church, reacned me too late for me to do more than check
wha.t I hav-;-wri tten of hi~" thlnkb:-;. arid that only hastily. I must hope
that I have not misrepresented him overmuch. ~ :Biblical Doctrine of the
Church is published by the Bethany Press, of St. Louis, No., June, 19'48-;-
2Here is Berdyaev' s IlGod-manhood",andreciprocal revelation.
7-.)1.Cor.12: 12. Of. St. Augustine, and Alexander Campbell.
4See Supra. 111['heGround.of the Chl,lrch", p. 41.
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yet; eternal; loc<').1 yet universal; in the world yet not of it; weak
yet powerful; fallible yet infallible; a livtng Church yet a dying
Church; poli tica.l1y powerful when she is politically irrelevant: and
all because, within her is a.ct'lwlised and sustained a divine-human
encounter.
This divine-human relationship in the Ohurch is realised in
In the Church we a,re in
tb.at she is personally a.irected and inspired.
a love-.relgtionship, a person81 rela.tionship with God, where the
k~Ynote of all thought and action is l:0ya]..:!:l" Once this is known,
C,:mdhere. P. 'r. ]Iorsyth 81,ndJohn Oman have been insistent), we are
d.eli ver ed from the old. contrcwersies anout grace. and faith and works -
which can ari se only in mechanical and 1egal conceptions of God's working.
1
In thi s society of love_relationshiP, there is constant double movement-
from God to us, and from us to God, and all the forms of the Church eATress
this duality and reciprocity. The characteristic an(1prirLary activj_ty
of the Church is worship. wd here thi s 'wali ty is held. for "in worship
t
1 t"he heavenly and. earthly panes mee •
It is the nature of the Church
that when she corpore,te1y so yieldS herself to God. He acts through her,
and her action becomes His action. It is her character that she is_"
the reflection of the essential character of God. She is the living
demonstration that the revelation of the truth that is given in Ghrist
Jesus reouires a society that is a "fellowshiP",2 So the Church in
history is witness to ths fact that fellowship. expressing the chera,cter
_._-------'-------'_1a . the root of thOSe impossible conceptions of gre,ce. of
th P
eredl.Sork of Our Lord, of the authority of the Church - in fact
e ereOn an w ••••of all the old contraversies whic~ lw~e r1ven the h1storic Church. through
the ages and. still reta,in theiTd dl.VlJ.ts~vehfOircefulnessl·. tIn. mechaul.cal and
1 1 i f G d
Ie "'ction an 1'8 a ~ons P. persona. 1 Y 1S sClueezed out
ega v ews 0 0 "~ " • •
f 1 i
~ellowS:r.iPby :mechanical and legal systems, they contra,dJ.ct
or, rep ac ng I .'
the very na.ture of revel~tt1on.21f the Pr&y,>rof Our 10rd. in S·J000, Chapter 17. means anything.
surely thiS is what it means.
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1
of God, is "the meaning of thingslt. It is the nature of the Cnurch,
that, realising fellowship, she gives meaning to things in this world,
and makes history to be purposeful.
The o_uestio
n
arises. "Howis tIle Chur-chperpetuated in history?1I
If the Church is what we have saio. she is. she must have historic con....
tinui ty.
she is not a free 8-ssoci2,tion of men and womenwhOchoose this aSf;ociation.
She is a fact, before her members. The Protestant theory of continuity
of an invisible, as over against a visible Ohurch. contrao5cts the
She cannot stB.rt afresh in any age: that is, as we have .
sa~d,
concreteness of Revelation. Yet we cannot think of the continuity of
the Church as being maintained wholly wi thin the form or structure of
the Church. for th8t is incompatible with the EersE~ character of
Revelation. Dependence upon continuity of form for continw ty of being
pre_poses a relationshiP between God end man which is not of the
between "churdh" a.~d "sect" types of Christis.nity, we have yet another
Troelts
ch
has something to say to us bere. and in his distinction
expre 0oi 0n 0f that duali ty of f e!lowship. Thi s reveal s two demando.
First that the "sect" type abandon the view of free association, of
continuity tb".t consists solely in the function, and must reco~n1se
the neeesstty 0f the Ilchurch Il type to its own exi 0tence. Then, that
the "church" tw
e
abandon its rigid theory that the Church's continuity
i 0 cont ai ned sol ely within the outward snuctnre, and t ha t voli di tY i s
eouat ed with order. On thiS question, Robinson recalls us to S.Paul
and shews that it is 1n knowing that "the Body of Christ" is not merely-----------'1Of. Penl Tillich'S phrase "God is the me•.niElLOf being".
)..].2
imaginative symbolism, but means a living orga.nism, that solution is
found.
This question of vi tali ty and form, of essential stru.ctnre and
free development~ has a ):liological. rather than a, mechanical or legal
reference; and. as in a :lving body. inner structure and Qutwarcl shape
must, in some senses, be nro_tual1Yaffective - sa that there is ",lwa.ys
identity a.nd change _ there are thus in the Church the elements of
permanent structure and of creative, developing expression.
wo r-Ld., but organisation in the Ohurch nlUst be COllll?atible with fellowship.
Such was the organisation built around the originCll apoe,tolic ministry;
such is not, the rigHt theory of apostolicalsuccession held by western
Organisation is a necessary condition of the Church in the
Cl:ttholicism, \'!Thichbegins in legality and flmctions by mechanics. If
the nature of the Chnrch is such as we ha:ve said, in what, then, does
its historic continuity" consist? Robinson gives answer in writing,
The a:postolic Cl12,racter of the Church d.epends on tne apostolic
commi-ssion given by our Lord to His apostles and. transmi tted by them
to Su.cces
sive
generations of Christian ministers. This commission
is "the mystery of godliness". "the saving ,.ord of God". which is
contained in word and sacrament. rrhe intention of our Lord. ",'as
doubtless the intention of the apostles when they commissioned the
first apostoliC delegates. 8Xldagain of those who sUcceed.ed them.
as it has been. and is. of all the great represenbtiva churches.
Where such intention is clear. wa cannot raise ""estions of validity.
nor raise doubts as to apostoliC character. though we may have to
discusS ouestions of regularity. if we are to fashion a structure for
the chur~h which will at once guarantee her continntity wi th the
church in all ages. and provide a true vehicle jbr the expression of
her life as she "ctually is and must be in this age. But in all we
do, we shall have to remember that in ". church wh~ch is not only the
guardian of thO word of God. :"'t which 1S the. vehwl
e
through which
the }_ivinl>Wordof God is _'fest~d in the t,~e process ", apostolicity
csn never be "",nly be concerned W1 th queshon< of mechan1ca1 or
Lega'L descen t. I n such a church we shall have to all ow for crea t ivi ty'
for' "the' word of God is not fettered" (2Tim.2: 9.)· '
here
T
.n:' u..s the discussion on the Church - so much of which is
conte!llpOl'c;ry
1assumed, but which is so fully in tune with the thinking to which 1
have pointed _ shews that the search of a genuinely oecumenical movement
is for a. Church, which. alrea.a;y revee.led and. portrayed in the Scriptures,
ha s its origins and its char80cter gr01.mded in a perSOIl::1l Rev'elatione
So long as the activi.ty of the oecumenical movement remains such a
search, while it c""not avoid the recurring d.ileumas of historic conditions,
it may progress to trl$t increasingly fuller manifest2,.tion of the true
nature of the Church. w}Olorein the paradoXws of historicity s1'.l.811be more
fully resolved; wherein the dilemna of human life shall be, increasingly,
the scene of Ohri st 's vi ctory; and wherein the f'act 0f "f ello w.hip " shall
be more truly apprehend.ed and more posi tively livedo
~I . ~ t been my nurpose to consider the nature of the Ohurch
t ho.s no . - . d f' .t . f Church " t
from the point of v16Wof the cla~.'C e 1n1 i ons 0 m s orv-
R
- . ...:! I h"vEJ trleo. to see the present oec'tunenical




"- to what believe to be the fundamentals of
ecclesiology. R b' , 'l'he Biblical Doctrine of the
Reference 1" s especially urged to 0 1nso
n
s - - - -t issued. by cOmmission II of the World
Ohurch, and to 'the variouS o.OCl.lm
en
s




'I'I-li!; COH:I'EMPORARY DI SCDSSION
The lvIiesion of I'he Ohurch---
Yet another aspect of the CDntempora,rydiscussion of the Church
which is vital to wise oecumenical action is the consideration of the
mission, the f\mction. of the Chur-ch, Today's oecumenical acti vi ty is
set within a worlct where violent social chc;.,.ngecha.racterizes the age.
It is not surprising, t:herefore. thsr,t there are rn.-:mywho insist that
in a changing world the Church's mission also must change.
I t seems to me that there is no sense in Ivhich the present
change s in the ''Forld, for all their violence, can effect the roission of
the Church. For the most part. what changes there are are changes
only of expression. for the condf tion of human life in. the wo r-Ld remains
what it has been throughout history. Twoof these changes, however, the
Church knows tba.t she must acknowledge. The one is the upheaval in
the lives of millions of :people brought about by a world war; and the
Lnseour-Lty which is carried in the threat of yet another world war.
The other change is not so much the result of the present. situation
and. i.s seen to be relevant only in the light of scriptural record. This
is to say that in some ways there is no comparison between the work of
the early Ohurch and the work of the church today. The early Church
brought a mess8.ge that was new, wdtten, as it were. on a cLeari slate.
'l'he Church today finds that the aLate is covered with manymistakes
wri tten very bad.ly and the message which she has to give has to be
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written over this barely intelligible muddleo The contemporary Church
is set within a society which believes that it moW'sall the answers--
the Ohr5,stl an answers included. So, today the Church i s f'aced wi th
a situC;1.tion fa.r more complicated and, difficult than th.."J..tfaced by the
ee.rly Church. Her essential mission. however, derives from her essential
nature and from thi s viewpoint our world is seen to be fundamentally
the same sort of wor-Ld into which the Church first came and in which
she is constantly the instrument of salvation.
'fhe mission of the Church. therefore, is entirely concerned with
her own life. It is only as she concerns herself with ,'Vhat she is
and wha.t she is meant to be that Goa.' s 'Purpose of salvation can be worked
out through her. Her mission is threefold - it is (1) to be the Church;
(2) to appear to be .lli Church; and (3) to ~in the Church, and in
that three-fold aci tivty is the entirety of her life and work. There
is nothing outside that threefold mission.
1. To Be;-- The BiOle definitely affirms tha.t Our Lord called
the twel.ve disciples "that they might be with Him". They were wi th Him
an0_He wa.swith them, and. theirs was a fellowship that survived even the
fact that they forsook Him and fled. At Pentecost the Holy Spirit took
hold of the di sciples that they might 'be not only with Chri st, but in Him,
becoming a part of Him and that He might be in them. From that time.
lifecoulcl only be. for them, "in Christ"; outside of Christ, life in
the world, was ju.s_t death. But the early Church knew it had died
unto death and had been gathered by the Spirit of God into the etern8~.
victorious life of Christ. The characteristic of the Church of Christ
is that the only death it mows is the death of baptism. What the
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world called, still calls. death, t:b..e Church cannot call deabh, for that
is not death. So the Church Ls now living resurrection life. life
eternal, the life of Christ, the life of man brought back into the
fellowship life of Goo_. Her human nature is human nature as Godwills
it to be _ human nature as it was in Christ - for as Jesus of Nazareth
wa..s the :Bodyof Chri st for a few years in one place at one time, so
the Church must be the Body of Christ in all pLaces for as long as the
world shall last.. Go the Church has to be, before she can i2,. and we
must know what she is before we can begin to consider what it is here
tc!'sk to do.-
The supreme mission of the Church, therefore, is to~; that is
her primary apostolic task. In her life, services - her acts of wor-srup
come before service. and it is in worship that she receives that power
from God which is her life - w~tch enables her to be. The celebration
of the sacraments, and the procla.matlon of the Wordof God .!2. herself.
constantly reminding herself of her origin and her natur-e, are before
any other activity of the Church. Indeed, her truest proclamation of the
Word of God is in being, through the power of God, the word made flesh;
for the salvation of the world is t':le work of Incarnation, and there is
incarnation no longer if the Ormr cb be not the Body of Christ ..
2.. To !5!P..!!.ar~ Be.- Seconily, her missionary task is to appear
to be; sO to live that she is seen to be the Body of Christ, that seeing
her, the world sees Christ, and hates her; that hearing. the world hears
Christ and seeks to lay hold on her; that coming into contact with her,
the world feels the touch of Christ, and unable to sband the aweful
OLending of the tender touch that binds up its wounds and. the staggering
blows that strike at its very "worldness". crucifies her.
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So it is that still the Church must proclaim the Gospel to
herselfo Just because she is in the \',orl,i. just because her life is the_t
of redeemed .~ nature, she is involved in what happens in the world,
and wha t she does is clone in the sight of the world. Because her life
t.c condi tioned by human nature and society, her l)eing rrrtlstbe expressed
in doi~. and as Jesus did. she must act in the affairs of the world.
That she may be ~ to be :in Christ, and. of Christ, two urgent
activities are demanded of her.. She JJlUstopen her heart and her mind
that God may lead her into unity~ ~he insistence of this word of unity
in her own ears belongs to the most urgent missionary task of the Church.
It is an essential matter, concerning her being. and upon it depends
the salvation of the world.
Meanwhile, the second urgent activity demanded of her is that
she li ve the life of Christian fellowship: that in the individual
congregations which are the local expressions of the Church, there De
1ived out the life of self-denial~ the life of those who have learned
that to lose life for Christ's sake is to find Lif'e, On the door of
every Church bui.lding it should be possible to write of the Christian
congregation, HIn the fellowship of those who meet here, you may see
the WOrld as Godwants it. Here ca.').be seen that fello,vship wherein
L
the world TD2..yfind its peace".
3. To ExPlain Herself.- ~ne third aspect of her mission is to
give an account of herself - to expla,in herself; for in explaining
1
It l11f:~Ybe asked if it be possible for the Church to be what
she shou.ld be. and if not, if her existence be not therefore pointless.
Wewould answer that at this point there is distinction between the Ohurch
and the Kingdom. The Chu.rch's fu.ll consummation lies in a Kingdomthat
is beyond history. Emil Brunner has somewhere said that the ideas of
lithe Church" and, "perfection" are mutually exclusive.
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herself she proclaims the purpose of God. she reveals the will of
God. she preaches the Gospel, she shews forth Christ ..
In explaining herself, her theme is fourfold. Jj"i rs t, as she
herself Ii ve s in willing subjection to God, she proclaims GodIS Lord-
ship over all life. She preaches that lithe earth is the Lord's, and
the fulness thereof; the world and they that dwell therein". T'nat is
II
the framework of her message to the world, that jUst as she is the
Lord's", so all human life belongs to Himand will be brought into
subjection unde r Him. She must teach that what men call Natural Law
is really their apprehension of Godls Eternal Law.
Secondly, as she herself b0111sunder the judgment of God. ac-
knowledging the fact of sin in her own hwnanity, so she proclaims thab
mankind, held by sin. and, loving sin. is und.er the judgment of God_.
Sin is death and the way into death, and man is held in its grip and
is ignorant of His doom. His very best remains sin, for his best
schemes for new wor-Ld.sare conceived and wrought in sin and remain the
way into death. Humanlife as it is, without Christ, remains haunted
by temporali ty and death.
Thir(Uy. as the Church having received Godls mercy, repents of
her sin and spends her life in praise and worship, so she proclaims
the mericful char-acter of God and the need for man' s repentance that
the mercy of God.may reach him~
Fourt}];v. as the Church lives by the power of God, ,~hich is the
power of love, she goes out into the midst of men to proclaim the pro-
mise of God!s salvation. Her mission then is to ~ herself. to be
seen to be herself. and to e2SElaiI!;'he r seLf'« In thi s , she proclaims
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God.'s Lordship~ Godl s jud.gment, Godls mercy, and God
l
s power ..
The mission of the Church we have seen to be a life of being.
revealing and proclaiming. The strategy of being, revealing and pro-
claiming is (1) to be Christ in all the places of the earth, (2) to
reveal Christ in every human situ..'3-tion, and (3) to proclaim Christ to
a'l.L men. Even when she comes to accept the strategy of her mission,
she perceives no "changing!! ,,,,orld. Only when she comes to work out
her tactics does she recognize that there are relative changes around
her, and it is characteristic of her if she contemplates those changes
with realism and attacks them with the vigor of the Spirit of God.
The result of the anomalous fact of a o.ivided Church is that
her tactics. however earnestly she seek the guid9nce of God. can at
present be no more than the very imperfect and inadeouate working out
of the will of Gold. for it is a mutilateo., wouncledBody of Christ that
does His will in the world. What we have, as we saw in Chapter lIt
are (iivided communities and movements trying to do the work which can
be done adequately only by the unified, whole Ch11rch. In the character
of the Church's mission, therefore, lies an inescapeable oecumentcaf
iIL1pera.tivee
We shall now seek to see the Church's response to this imperative.
I,
CHAPfJ:'F.ill. VII
The World Council of Churches (in process of formation)l came
into being as a resu.lt of a long process of earnee; study. faithful
prayer and diligent work on the part of Christians of many nations
and. communions. Whell an tllnternational Nilssion:3-ry Conference" met in
Edinburgh in 1910, there were few who believed in its significance
I _ Towards Oecumenical Action_ ~ - "'._
in the
great series of gatherings where many would come from the
east and the west (and the north and the south) and sit down as in
the Kingdom. Yet from "Edinburgh 1910", due largely to vision of
the American leader, BishOP Charles Henry Brent of the Protestant
~.~~ 2~piscopal Church, there emerged three streams of thought and action.
The Churches, taught BiShoP Brent, should meet to consider not only
missionary co-operation, but the great sin of a Church divided ngainst
itself. So, from 19
10
, Christian leaders began to think of not only an
"In terna t i onal Mi. s lona"" CoUllci1" , but 0f cOUllci
1
s to stud}' "Faith
and Order" and "Life and Work", Such is the barest outline of the
rise of the contemporarY oecumenical movement; a movement whose or1gins
end whose geniuS we must e>plore if we are to understand its place in
today's scene. We shall see, amOngother things, that its three decades
~-------------------------------------------------.---------------------
1
of cr-eat 1ve ac t!"it". bnginni ng in 1910, wer e themse1ve s conseQuent upon
See below-
2BishOP of the PhiliPpines.
d
much that had gone before.
IIOecumenical" is an 010. word with a new content, deriving from
the Greek word meaning IIworld-wid_ell• It denotes a peculiar kind of
Christian. activity, and a new kInd of Ohristian activity, which such
versalll•
the f'u'l.ness of thi s new connotat ion. for the ",,1dale walls of part i ti on"
which the oecumenical movement seeks to break do\'!!!lare not merely
geographical. nor are theY solely historical or only cultural. but 8.re
all b .
L_ arr~erSt and any, that separate Christians from each other.
Recause its intention. its philOSOPhYand its technique are new. this
"international ". "interdenominational ", "catholic", or "uni-
1
fail adequately to express. Even "world-wide" fails to carry
terms as
new activity de"",nded a new expression to serve its all-embracing
purpo ses , !IDd founD. t hat the old we rd "oecUlnanical". already honoure d
in traditional Christian usage. held. more than any other. the reQuired
vehicular ouali ty.
As we have seen. the conte~orary oecumenica1 intention stemmed
from a characteristicallY Christian ""derstanding that work for Church
re-union is bOth right and necessary· Essays in thiS work have been the
concern of ChristianS of every age. from the times of the NewTestament
onwa.rds. "Menand wo';en whose hearts have been heavy because of the
scandal 0f a divided Church. he.ve we rked and prayed f
o
r a clo ser uni ty
2among ChTistiens" • and on more thall a few occasions. officially
repr esen tati ve conferences have brought together di ffering Ch"rch bodies
to discuss their differences. Williams AdamsBrown has pointed to thO
1It was used, of course. to describe the seven Councils of the
Church which are recognised. with varying degrees of euthority. by many
sections of Christendom.
2Willi am Me.lUs Bro,",,! (di l'ti nf.if 9l>ed0ec""ani cal
Toward a United Church, "Scr:tbner s , 9
1b
) pc 2e- .;;,.;;-..;;--- ..;;;:::.:;.;..
leao.er) ,
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Councils of Lyons (1274) , Ferrava. ]'lorence (1438). and the Conference
1
at Rati sbon in 1541. John Calvin responded to Archbishop Cranmer's
a;pr)eal for unity by declaring that he would cr-o ss ten seas if he could.
2help in such a ca:use e A significant movement, wi th a def'i ned eirenic
intention, (an intention described by Dean E. Walker as "adverrbur-Lng for
Ohristian
uni ty", and similarly by William Robinson as "pioneering for
3 4
unity") , had its beginnings in the work of Thomas Oampbell.
Christian
In 1809 Campbell led a meeting of people of different denominations in
the formation of a "religious association looking forward to the union of
gIl Chri stians".. There emerged tithe Ohristian Association of Washington II.
and the document. liThe Declaration and A(ldresstl, which has always been
defini ti ve for the movement. which is now expressed in the life and
work of the "Churches of Christ", "Christian Churches", or"Disciples
of Christll•5
This movement, which. its contemporary and its abiding effects
insist, had more than human origins, has been caught in the dilerona of
"0 ecumenici ty". just as every such movementmu.st be. Its first r-esoLu-
tion was!
1
Henry Van D\18en, in his World. Christianit..l (Friendship
19Lf7) gives a detailed. survey of t:'.i"leh'istory of Christian Union
His Chapter 11hree especially, should be read.
3
Robinson, The Shattered Cross. (Berean Press. England, 1946.)
4 -- .
See Dean E. Walker, Adventuring for Christian Unity, (:Berean Press,






For the Bri ti ah 'beginnings of thi s movement. see Robinson 1,That
Churches of Christ Stand For(Berean Press, England, 1947). and A. C.
Watters, His~of the British Churches. of Christ, (Mitchell Printing
Co•• Greenfield. Indiana, 1945).
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That we form 0 l' .denomi.ne ' • ;:1'0. ves ~nt? a 1'ehgious association under the"01 .uat1on or the Chrut1an AssOC1etion of Washington - for the
fro: ~=o~e M urom?ting si~le evangelical Ch1'isitenity free
~1l mature of nmIk'Ul Op,n,0ns and inventions of men.!
Because the movement was sa far a,head of its
time. and its intention so
charged . th
Wl. uni tive potenti£',l. it is with hesitation thc:,t one points
to the . -' - .error J.Il 1.t s begl.nnings which has taken from it nmch of the
effectiveness that it could. have had.
2
The nature of human thought,
and. t·
ne egoti sti cal charact or of humanity, make it i~o soib
1
e to expre ss
"C,




ty is never more powerful tban in its subtle
self-deceptions, and is povrerW1Y evident in the unconsciousness of
the a.ssumption. by ~bel1 and the rest, of the the possibility of a
'Z
perfection l.·u t"i 1~ ~1) S war v.·
buman nature. Being men of their time, thoy cannot be blamed for not
1mowing that, perhaps, if their gro,,!> had been formed of delegates4
sent from the denominations instead of being a free associe,tio
n
They failed to reckon with the Ifstuff!! of
yet having the intention and the e.rnestness of that free associa.tion;
" "The De clara tion and Addross ", lluffa10, Angust 17, 1809· The word
dencnn.natd.on" haS here no sects"ian connotation, but merolS si~ly the
~. of this association of people from variOUS "denominations".
---""""1--------·----------
Ruddick, in A !listor of Phi10.o~, by Martin, Clarke. Cilark,
and Ruddick, has observed the consistency with which each new scientific
&tti tude, hD.vir.g begun in an appreciation of freedom to essay ami ex-
periment in scientifiC search, inva,ria.bly derides the immediately prior
at t i tude, and c1al.ms for it self the aUthOrlty 0f fi ns
1
cert Hude. Thi s
",unfortunately, consistentlY tTU: in theology. snd especially true of
~hH "Ohristian" movement of thO n1neteenth century:Compare the attitudes of the protestant Reformers tnat man's reason also
was i ""ai red in the "fall" of roan· (See the writi"';s of Emil Erunn
er
particulc,r1y. )3They were not "MethOdist"l The atmosphere of the movement's
conception w;". dour, Scottish logic, and a "Commonsense"philOSOPhy· Their





4 though thiS would have been impossible in their daY'
and if' they had rea-li sed that something happens to the most ol)j ecti ve
1
reali ty in its .g-r)lirehension by man, then, perhaps~ they would have been
the founders of ~ oecnmenica.l movement, and subsequent Church history
been profoundly changed. In the nature of things. the fact that such
error at tends the work of the early Leader's of thi s nineteenth-centnry
reformation. is confirmation rather than denia.l that much truth end great
good. lay and still lie in their work- Of those who call them "f'at.her s
In Goo.". none asserts with grea.ter fervour t.han the writer that they
2
are justly called. "pioneers of Christia.n uni ty".
From time to time an intention of unity has 'been axpr-essed in
'both occasional conferences and in the actual fus·ion of like ....minded
At :the Lea.at , it hae new rel&t1I;)n$b.ips. In. ·thi$ case , even the
givenness of a :B'aith revealed. is conditioned by the nature of roo,n'e
appr-ehensd.on of it. so that !la mixture of human opinions ana. inventions
of men" is u.navoid~tble.
2
1
7.1heformative theologia ..n of this Iieforma.tiOl1 is Alexatl.der
Cflnrpbell, (the son of Thomas Campbell). See supra .• Ch<'.pter3. Section.
2. Alexander Oampoell's thought anticipated much of today's theological
thinking, revealillg an insight into tile nature of man and of the Christian
religion, that to-ctay. we should do well to read him, if we couldl I
say "if we coul.d", for f'ew men have been so Ii ttle und.erstood of their
f'oLl.ower-e, and. it is therefore difficult for his thought to reach 'Us.
'I'h i s , for two reasons: firstly 'becau.se so many of those who have wri tten
of him have failed to see just wherein lies his greatness; and secondly
because the most available summary of his 1l:eological thinking is conserved
in The Ohr1stian ;;;~rste1!!.a. volume often - though 'by no means always -
so legal in temper and so narrowly logical in structure, that the living
wa.rmth of both the man and his message is concea.led ra.ther than communt-,
cated. ~1hegems of Alexa.nder Campbell's thought shine from the voluminous.. '
?ccasional writings which so l['l.rgely· fill the Chri etian ]apti st and the
l\)Iillen1:~l Harbinger. Whenthey are finally discovered. they are found
to be worth a.ll the "digging". ]'01' example. a seemingly ca.sua.L jotting
of "Notes on a Tour" contain.s a nrofound, if 'brief. utterance on the
fundamentals of poli tical democr·~l..CY and ecclesia.stical independency ..
(See The Christian Baptist, December 5th, 1825·) Other similar treasures,
which, we may say, shew the real Campbell ana. his true message , lurk
in the most unexpected places.
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Christian bodies. (Dr. Tissington Tatlow has pointed out that although
division reached its zenith in the United States of America, it was in
the Dnt ted St&.tes that the first step was taken, in the modern oecumenical
sense, to tnrn the tide of disuni.on.) It 1)lJaSin following the example
1
of the :B..'piscopal Chc:!'chof the United States of America that the
Btshops of the Anglican Communion. at the first Lambeth Conference in
1868, began thinking of church reunion. In 1888 from this Conference
came the famous "Lambeth Quadrilatera.l" which was of no little influence
in initia.ting various conferences on Christian unity from that time
2
onwards ..
A little later, in 1900, there was in Scotland the culmination
of a series of unitive developments which had begun in various Presbyterian
groups as long before as 1820. Still further development in Scotland
found in 1929 the union of the United Free chur-ch of Scotland \7ith the
Church of Scot1a.nd to become the communionnow known as the Church of
3
Scotla,net"
In 1925 emerged the United. Church of Canada from a union of
the Congregational, Methodi st and most of the Canadian Presbyterian
Churches.. The year 1927 saw the union of manyProtestant mi ssion groups
In 1853 the Protestant :E.'piscopal Church of the United States of
America sought conferences with Christian -bodies who were desirous of
promoting union, but his had no definite result. deepi te the work of
the Rev. W. Muhlenberg, of HewYork.
1
Lambeth Conferences of Bi shoos of t.ne Anglic8,n Communion.1838:
IIThat in the opinion of this conferen~e. the following articles supply
a basis upon which appr-oach may be, by Godls blessing, made towar-ds Home
Reuni cri!", The following were the lines suggested: Acceptance of (;,J the
Holy Scriptures, (b) the .Apostles Creed and tb.e .t icene Creed, (c) the
Sacraments of Baptism and the Supper of the Lord ("ministered. with




In l~lO there was oecumenical anticipation in the Commissions on
Uni ty set up ooth by the Protestant 1'piscOP~,.1Church, with Robert GaroneI'
as Secretary, ano_by the Disciples at- their Convention held. at Topeka,
l~J.rgely guided by Peter Ainslie.
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:In liThe Church of Ghrist in China".
rrhe Methodist Church, in England.
W8,s forme a in 1q32 ( f ". ,• .r u>: a ter a nunlber of ,l'letnodist bodies in the United
States of A
merica had united to become the N[ethodist Ohurch in that
country). iJ.
1
he JilIethoC'dstunion in England brought together the former
Wesley·.n P' 't'
•0, rnnn 1ve , and Unit ed MethOoi st Churches , to become the Large st
non-cni"'co' 1 .'
s: 0 pa com
muIUon
a.n Britain. From negotiations begun in 1923.
there were urri,t ed _ in 1939 _ into the Reformeo. Church of France, a
number of Free Ohurches. the Reformed Evangelical Ohurch and what had
been known' as i 1 R -~c S mp Y the _eformed uhu1'ch.
While there has been lllIlcn real achievement in these unions, thi s
has not been the "oecWDenical" approach, and two obServations on them
must be noted. ~'irst, that most of the communions involved stem from
th .
e same root and union was. therefore, chiefly a matter of administra-
1 '
tion.
yet, a union of people. Such unions eyen as those referred to, whieh
Second, that in a nUllloerof instances, union was not, and is not
one might believe ",auld be simple enough to achieve, are also caw;.t up
2
in the constant di1emna.
----_ ...._-
----=----------'-----
1b ' Though thiS c"" MrdJ-y be said of tlw possible union which is
e>ngdiscussed. at tbis roomentof writing, between the Oongregationalist
and the Presbyterian bodies in Englend• What strange twist brings these
two together is perbaPS well e""ressed in the strange woro ''pre sbygati onal "!
(There is of cou~se, a certain similarity of ethDs , bUt that is all. Do
we forget a 17th century?)
2" It he.s been roy p~i~ful priYil~ge to :ee the. tro"h ?f tbis.
Dunng difficult war co
nd
, hanS I weS ,espons' ble for orlngl ng together
~he youth work of six neighboring churches on the no
rthe
".',' cos:t of
england., one oongregationalist, ono Presbyter181" three ••etho~1st, and
the Christian Ohurch of which I waS minister. The Methodists were three
COl1fc"reg-t. . thO n b8
lf
s aile of each other, fornerly (before 1932)




1ve. \Ves _ 0 <;;, ,II ld tildemand.ed their becoming one cOngregst1on• but they WOU no., . and. the
COnp'r e t" 0 ertad their indtpendence of each other, rete.1n
1
ng ln
<:> ga. ~on.~ 8,SS ~. ,,1' tt't d Ip01)ul", tb' earlier names and. tlle~r ear ~er a 1. \1 es. n two
, 'c,1'usage .e1.1' .
Although these "essays in Christian unity" were practical e:h.'1lressions




porary ~nd t ,-_. 1
• ' d, _ eClh'uca sense of the word. ~'he oecumenical movement had
its 0 ••
. r~g~n, as we have seen, in the International lvIissionary Conference
in lQlO ~nd"t d 1"~ , CI. _ 1. S new an pecn l.aT character is seen in three a.spects
0'''' • t
J, 1. S approach _ its continuation, its comprehensiveness and. its
II"". 1. ,.rmpathy bo rn Of un.:lerst"'ncli'l1 e:U. It t" t' "
_ ~ u.. ~_ -"Eo S con 1,nua ].on 1S seen in tb.f1t it
rune tions thr ough "Conti nua tion Commit t eos " which carryon the work 0f
one conference to the next. follow·ing upprevious decisions and preparing
th




evident in that it has seen that all the major interests of the Church
belong together; that worship and work. that faith and life. in all their
expressions. belong in an essential ecclesiastical coherence. So a
"World Council of Churches" waS proposed. to express and to effect the
coordination of all the speciali sed interests of Christian faith end
acti vi ty. "SympathY bOrn of U1lderstaudiUl'" is characteristicallY
Christian attitude. and is seen in the movement's respect for honest
difference. To assume that this means an indifferent toleration which
is without co,p.dctio
ns
is to misunderstand the geniUS of the o.c""snical.
approach. It is ra~her a realistiC attitude. where the tension between a
-
----------- ----------------------------------------------___ -------sen se 0 f 0nene eS and an awerenes s of real divi si on and sspara ti on i s
Areas of F I fo·(,"d the same kind of thing in the nev
_ northwestern . rWce• _. . "
Reformed Ch' ,,0 f France. Where 10cal. i ni t i a ti ve and re sp
0
nsi bi 11t Y had
been t'1k
o
n flrrCo'm 0 con_rcaation. thO people's loyalty and interest had
f
c. v co> \:"0 t::f II . ",. d b 1 d t·' al
ol t ered. Thi s. "gain. because the un10n ,,,, _een ~ere Y1a 0c 11n
and administrative union of leaders and not a umon 0 peop e.
1 ·tWilliam Adams Brown. op· c~ •
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resolved in trJ.Ett spirit of "sympathy born of understanding". Not the
least important feature of this resolution is the hopeful and humble
recogni tion that not anyone communion claims exclusive possession of
true Christiaui tye All those who pclrticipa.te in the oecumenical move-
ment realise that other Ohri stLans often preserve aspects of the FEd th
in which they themselves have bLundered or have defaulted. The fact
seems to be that whenever, in the history of the Church, certain elements
of the Faith have not been given their due eminence, some new sect has
arisen stressing these elements, anG.usually stressing them exclusively.
This is borne out as we glance at same of the classic slogans of Church
history: "private interpretation of the Bible", "by faith al.one ", "the
gC'-tberecl Church". tithe inner light II, "a strange warming of the heart".
"where the Scriptures speak, we epeak", and so many others. So the
dilemna remained constant, as error persisted in these recurring over-
emphases. Of this the oecumenical Dovement is aware, and this augurs
well.
Twomovements have played all imjD."tant part in the recent history
of the Protestant Churches in Bri tain and Amer l ca- These movements
have been neither movements of organic union nor floecumenical" in the
sense in which we now use the term. In Great Britain there was in-
.:::cugurateo_in 19l+0 the Free Church Ji'Bderal Council, which was the result
of merging; the Federal Council of the EV2ngelical Free Churches and the
National Free Church Council. Most of the non-epi scopal bodies in
:8ri t.ad n are membe'rs of this movement, whose basis is doctrinal and whose
object is to ezpr es s essential unity in Christ (while ret;:;dning de-
nominational witness and mission); to seek closer fellowship in worship
59
and work <"nd lito maintain the spiritual testimony of the Free Churches
1
to uphold religious liberty. II
A similar movement of federation is the }j'ederal Council of the
Churches of Christ in America, which, beginning in 1908, now comprises
the representative churches of Protestantism (including since 1940,
the Pro t es t.arrt Jl'piscopal Church) e The objects of this Council were
ma.inly. more effective method.s of eva.11gel!sm ana. a more adequate social
application of the Gospel; both of which, it was believed. could be
2
found in such fellowship as this fed.eration would secure.
It cannot be denied that both these Councils have assisted the
growth of an eirenic spiri t among Christians and have eriabLel the vc i c«
of Protestantism to be heard in civic and national affairs. Neverthless,
it seems to me that dilemna is present, revealed in a least two ways.
It is a notorious fact that the official administrations of both these
oodies have about them many of the worst bureaucra.tic features which
federal organization entails. Again. rather than a.ssisting the cause
of true union, these federations ,:1:DprOVea characteristically Protestant
sati sfaction with functional association. and have led Il1:.'1..l1yProtestants
to believe that this is all the church union that is desirable.
In this reference. as we consider Ohristian associations,
which are not "Cnur ches ", but which are closely allied '.'I)'itho and often
express, the work of the Ohur-cne s , \Vemust observe that although. as
we have said. oecumenici ty stems from the very fai th and life of ~
Church, its contemporary manifestation h8s its beginnings in Christian
associations such as we have mentioned. At the beginning of the
-----1---·
See tI'rhe Constitution of the Free Church Federal Council".
Lo nd.on , 1940 e
2See William AdamsBr-own, opl cit. p. 45· liThe FeCi_eralCounc i.L





oeCUITv,:m5.cal movement are the fru.i ts of the work of bodies like the
\Vorlcl! s Y ~I C ~ th <II I
••1. o~. e ,jorlcl s Y. w. a.A.. the World Alliance for Inter-
na.td ona.L }j'riendship through the Churches, and above all. the World,
Stud.ent Chri st~a.n F
.r.. • 8clera.tion• There are few among the leaders of
the oecu . 1
monaca movement whO!lave not reached thei r present position by
way of an oecumenical interest first aroused. then developed. and sustained
in thei r membership in the studen t mevement. So it is that tho se 1Mture
personali ties who today bear such heaVYresponsi bi liti es, were yesterdaY.
friend." o.n<1.fellOW studentS. earnestly concerned for the coming great
church. The obligation of the world Church to the student movement can
neVer be measured. If the writer has any feeling that there is some-
thing that he can do. in an obviously limi ted way, for the "World Clmrch".
it·
1S because he is one of the countless numbers to whomthe vision came
through the fellowship and the work of the student movement. In a
clear a.wareness that it wM alwayS a servant of God's Church; and in
the promotion of honest youthfUl- diSCUssion of the In'ellectua
1
problems
relating to the Church; and. chiefly. - as AdamsBrown bas so well
declared _ in the creation of abiding friendshiP between Christians
of a.ifferent traditions. the world Student Movementcontinues to be








With tho .""options of thO Church of a- (to "hich we .hal1
return 1 t )
e. er , a small s.otion of thO OrthOdOXChurchl certain ult ....-
acnaen ti
a v. Prot •• tant bodie., suoh as tho south.....Baptists of thO
United Stat... and .erte.1n bOt.rodox liberal' .""h &8 the Ilnit. ria .. •
all the great Ch~~~tibn tr~dit~onn.. ~"". ~~ J. ... are represell:tad in the World
Council. of Churohe. _ by lIlOro than. bUIldrod and _"ty cOJ!lDll,lIli-
from. at 1
east twenty...tyfO different countries.
1
A eharnoteriBticallY AmOrican•• n.. of pan_prot•• tanti.m2
has led Ad .... Brownto a ....th.r unduly facile ol••• ifi •• tion of the





his br-oad grouping of four clM ••• of ChUrcheS- ]l.stern Orthodox.
Old Oatholic. iingli
can
OlldProte.tont - .nabl" "" to •••• _thing
of the diff.rent t.mper< ""ioh 0_ together in .earch of unity.
We
need. h_ver. to vi"" th••• grouPSa litUe _. clos.ly.
1





"". s.. Willi"" RobinSon" "Th. Shattered Cro.·-
~ ManyChurcheS ODd ~. ane Church. Berean yr;os~ Engl.nd. 1946.
_" r ----..:--'t 2
Thi
• i•• "pr.ssed in .uoh -,dd.ly-USed ol... ifi""tiO'" ..
..thoU •• , prot.
stant
• and J.... t' Distingui.hinll markSof the
r•• pective non-Romande,,_ti- arC .... 11y .lur ....
d
over. on<\ thO
denominations are ort." merged in an inOffectiVO liberal ethos. a
hlDlllmist"theolOgy" ODd an a.tl.vist culture. ThiS fact has not been












." in AlnOrica• ODd .ven Dr. Luther Weigle'S
d.sire for an over-all mo_t to cover the work of o.",_nl.
cal




.!=.. Under the ti tle '!.E~stetn ~~th'?Jl9:;t" ar-e gathered a group of
commurd.onewhich trace their history back to the earliest days of Ohris-
tianity; accept the findings of the seven oecumenical councilsl as a
suffic:i.ent basis for faith, and recognize the oecumenical patria.rch
of Istanbul as their senior in digni ty_:~>l'lmus inter pares. There are
nineteen of these churches, each ecclesiastioally autonomous under its
ownmetr-opoLfan 01' patriarch ..2 Five other Churches, of similar genius
th01.'lgh differing at some points from the Orthodox: Ohurches, (and
regarded. by them as being in heresy). are the Ohurch of Ethiopia,3
the Armenian Apostolic Church, the Nestori8Jl Ohurch of Assyria, the
Ooptic Church, and the Syrian (Jacobite) Church.. The modes of thinking
and feeling of the Orthod.ox Ohur-ches8,re almost entirely foreign to
the Chri.stians of :Britain and America. There 1s a wide separation
between them in the areas of concept, experience and terminology,4
lU1cea. Oonstantinople~ Ephesus, Chalced.on. Constantinople,
Constantinople, Second Nicea.
20ecumenical P~>triarchate of Constantinople, Partiarchate of
AleX8Xlclria
9
Patriarchate of Antioch~ Patriarchate of Jerusalem. Patriarchate
of Russia, Pa.tri,archate of Serbia (Yugoslavia) t Patriarchate of Ruma.nia,
Ohu.rch of OYPl"u.s, Church of Sinai. Church of Greece. Church of Bulgaria,
Ohurch of PoLand., Church of Georgia, Ohurch of Albania, Ohurch of
Finland, Church of Esthonia. Church of Latvia, Church of Lithuania, Ohurch
of Czechoslovakia. (From Adams Br-own, ibid.)
31v1onophysitea ..
4r'V'{lO can blame the reporter of the t! ~otsmant" who, reporting
a Conference at St. Andrews Universit.y in 1939. referred to an address by
lithe Rev.. lu-ch:l.e Mandri.tell'{ I remember the glee of the speaker when I
showed hi m the newspape r> He wa.s the Archima.ndri to Oassia.n of the Russian
Or-bho dox Church I
havino' hoistorical, political end geo~r~pr~~nl .'
,~ ... .............ol"l.gl. us , for in many ways,
lIE ••as t a s east, end west is west
And never the twain shall meet."
Despite this, howeve'l". th"'''e has b"''''n .
_. ",.L _ '" ... "'_ gro~nng for some years
an .lncreasiug,l" 010se i t d f 11 l' b
" _ a.cqua n anee an e .OW6 up (~t!Jfeen the Eastern
ortho dox Chu....en and.~ "'"" ,J- Ohurches of the West" This springs, not from the
fact of Orthodox congregations in England and America (though .ome are to
be found) b




o =. OrthodoX Church is .. ()lnu'chin penitence, in poverty and
in Pari" ..
" Escaping from thO :Bolshevik revolution, leaders of the
Russi
. an Church fOUlldrefuge in thO French capital. povert;--.trickell in
the eye. of men, they have found through confosoion and penitence for
the sins of the powerful hierarchy of pr ....r.vOlutionary Russia. the
l'iche'"' f
• 0 the ".oborno
st
" of Ohrist's Ohurch. Fromtheir squalid garrets
in Pari'"
• go forth praise and prayer. teaching and s.rvice. and always,
the hope that the Russian Church in exile maybeCOmea purified and
apostolic Ohurch in RUSS:l ..a...- ;;;;,;;;.;;--Second, in the develOpDlOntof relations and fell""ship betw.en
As an in.strument
the B:us sLan Orthodox Ohurchand thO Ohurchof England.
of cooperative study and worshiP, the "Fellowship of S. Alban and S.
Sergiu_" continues to perform a task "hich is as eir
enic
ae it is educa-
tive and prophetic. Primarily intended to promote fellowship between
Anglic~u and OrthodOXchristianS, not a fe.. hig.ochurchm6namongthe nOn-
"'pi___scopalians are among its members.
The third cause of the increasing fellOwshiP betw.
en
this Ea.t
and this West derives from, and expresses, the other two causes. It
Hes i "'ct,·.vitie. of certain o.CWl.meally-minded OrthodOX
. n the persona.l ...
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lea,ders h
. , w ase wI'itings~ and (what has been more important) whose presence
in th .e m~dst of us
western christiane have brought us a deeper under-
standin ""' , .,
g ano, a rl.cner app:recil:l,tion of the Orthodox contribution to the
wholeness of' Chrl' st' <!?'" Church"
the pastor
t who is Greek Orthod,o:x:ArchbishoP in LOll,ion, and his colleague.
Alivloa.,tos· N·
t l.colas Zernov, the writer and lecturer, also in London,
t.eaching
In naming but a few we find GermanoS t
at the School of Oriental Studies; Eulgarkov, long a fellow ....
worker wi th Be rdyaev , and colleSt,'J'1le of Khom:i.akiv t Florovsky, GasS
ian
and Seraphim, _ ardent workers in the oectLmenicalcan.se, and, taken
from us just
ta'Ugh t us so
of our day..
;3, fev; weeks ago~ Ni.co1as :BerdyaeV, whose insights have
1llUCh, and have ""de hi'" one of the outstanding theologian.
Not in sitting around a printed agenda to find pOints of
agreement is "roved the fals.hood of 'never t)le twain shall meet," but in
a .hared experience with these brethren. Writing sometime ago of
Eerdvaev' .,',. d t "doubt he o··'d a:pp 0• • =stentiBl1sm, I venture 0 sal' no .. ~ r ve
that 1, for one can feel hi. r1ghtne.s more easily thaD I can analyse
~ .-.-
it. II
Yet, this east-west "".ting is not a mere subjeotivism, for it
is Objeotively and transcendentallY caused, and one recall. this
ebared experienoe in hearing Florov.kY's convicted exposition of the





lazy chat with Zorn
ov
bY a tennis court: and, so well, in going up
to chancef steps in an incense-sweetened air to receive the Bread of
Holy C f"" ''''n ThiS is to say. that in the
ommunion at the hands 0 ~SS1~· •
strange, "different" ways of OrthodOXChristianity there is a pl"'"
wher~ th 1 1 t.~~ ~~n knOW, and share the truthS of God
\:j e western C 11' S :1.,..... v""'·
with the Orthodox church~n. If an unexpected intimacy has entered the
dilSClJ.ssion~ it is because I beHeve that there are still those in the
west who think that these twain cannot meet , and this person!!],l way
of 'f;)futatioll is the best I know,
II. Belonging to the West, yet also somewhat unfamiliar to Western
Ohristians, is the group of Churches kuO'NU as the IIOJd Catholic."
It is centered in Holland. around the See of Utrecht, ani although it
belongs to Western Catholidsm, it asserted its independence of Borne
early in the eighteenth century. It was joined, in 1810, by a number
of priests from Germany (under Dollinger) and from Switzerland, who
refused to accept the Decree of Papal InfalUbility.. Today there are
dioceses of the Old Catholic Church in Holland. Germany and Switzerland,
and also in America, under the name of the Polish NatioIk"l.1 Catholic
Church ..
III e 'The Church of En~lalld/i (or Anglican Ohurch). is an enigma. and.
such it wou.ld seem always to have been. For a long time before the
Reformatton it had 'been a problem child to the Roman "papal! and it
retains to this day an unuaralleled sense of its own dignity.l It
is essentially a compro~se: a kind of compromise attainable perhaps
only by the English people, and although it is represented in Provinces
and Dioceses throughout the world, it is unmistakeably the Churchl'of
England_e 112
------~-----------------,-----------------------------------------IThis sense of dignity is no't the cold self-confidence of Rome,
but is sometimes a petulance, sometimes an ind,ignation, and of tea. an
astonishment tba,t others do not view it as it views i taelf I
2Anglicanism, however, is found also in the Diocese of the
West Lndde s , the Church of Argentina and South America, the Protestant
E-piscop.al Chur-ch of America., the Church of Ireland. the Episcopal
Church of Scotla.nd, the Church of Wales, the Ohurch of EnglE!,ndin Ja.pan,
of Lndf.a Burma and Ceylon, in South Africa.. in New Zenla,nd, in Canada;
and in Australia.. Twoparticuls,rly interesting observations may be
mad_e.. Fi,rst, ths.t the Diocese of Fulham (London) covers the Anglican
Ohurches to be found in many of the capitals and seaports of E'urope:
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It has been called a I~ri~ell Church, a possible meeting place
of Catholictsm and Protestantism, where one may go easily from the one
into the other. It is certainly true that both Christ:l.an emphases are
found in its faith and life" Nothing could be more Protestant than the
Thirty-rd.ne Articles of Religion. yet the 11turgYe ordinal and. rubrics
are definitely Catholi ct the classic Scr:i.ptural doctrines of thll
Reforma.tion ar-e its faith, yet its order. resides in the "apostolicE'.J.
auece sed.cn " of an episcopal hiera.crchy. Nevertheless, the way to this
IIbridge!! is a way possible to only one people with its own history ..
(Wb.o else could find their way to a bridge whose fouucie,tion :i.s that
the Supreme Governor of the Church is His Majesty, the King of England? I) 1
Enigma. p er-sds t s in the .Anglican Church in that various parties wi thin the
Communion represent many shades of difference in belief and practice; 2
yet eqUc"'tlly persistent is this fact of a unique cornnnmlon, able to hold
in tension both domest.Lc and external strains, ana. able to produce a.
remarkably successful way of compr-omtee- Few other denominations, i.f
any, have given so many saints. schole,rs end Christian statesmen to the
work of Christendom as the Ohurch of Englfill.d, which also produced the
outste,nding Christi.a.n of our generation, William Temple, late Arch-
blElhop (If Oanterbury. friend and father in God. to so many, and first
;~d~' that Este,blishment obt afna in only England and Barbados.
lSee 1I.!l.xticles :':lIgreedupon by the Archbishops and Bishops of
bo th Provinces, and t,h"" whole clergy in the Oonvocation at London in
the yea,!' 1562, for the avoiding of diversities of opinions and for the
establishment of consent touching t~le religion. reprinted by His
roliajesty's commandment with his roya.l Declaration prefixed thereunto. II
(Found in the Book of CommonPrayer.)
2See Report of ~ Archbishops I Coromissi.£!!,~ lXlctri.ne in the
Church of Eng1artd7'T TS. P.. 0.. K. 1938.)
Floes! "o.ent of the WorJ.o'..
Council of Ohurches (in process of forma.tion).l
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IV.. The t
. nex group of participating ohuroh.S is that of Prote.tantism
:proper,
and includes bodies which while having defined similarities
which en - 1
ao e them to 'be grouped together. possess neverthelessp peculiar
distinetive cr,Laracteristics ..
testant ,
yet in someways bearing thO.e marks of CathOlicism which we
In origins and Ln ethos, the most Pro-
founa in
the Anglican Church,2 is thO ~q/ The Lutheran
Ohurches
are found ma.inly among the G-el'maicand Sca.ndina
vian
-peoples
ht . ~ ,
are found also in most of the countries in _ope,3 from which
there has 'b
0" een a oonsiderable transplanting to the United State. of
Amerlc~...
togothe,", with perhaps tho celebration of the Eucharist te.king .eco
nd
:pla.ce in i
mporte.nce to the preaching of the Word. TheLutheran Ohurch
is cl
naraoterised primarily by its concern for pure doctrine, (beginning
in III 1
a vation by faith alon.). and a pi. tis tic qui.
t ism "hieh makesit.
Of all
. " Christian Co_"io
ns
• the most subServient to the Stat., and tbat
to '" d
~ ogree which has been disastroUs for the Continent of Eur°P··
In its faith and life. Wordand Sacr_nt are brought closely
2
t
With which it].". in such fellowshiP as practice.llY _unte
o :i'D.ll communion.
'!l 3I n Polend, czech
O
•l ove.kia. Au.tria, 1I"""",r1. Swi t zer land •
.(!'re.nce d 1111 1 d• L"tvia., Lithuania. EsthOnia, an ,n an •
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Enshrining more than a little of the ethos of Lutheranisffit the
"I:vlethodist Ohur-ch" remains one of the largest Ohristia.n bodies in
the world.o It manifests a s'lfbjecUvisrn which has its roots in Arminia.nisID
and whi.c:h is expressed in peculiar Methodist attitudes and mannerisms
of :pietism and fervour. It can hartUy be said. that Methoci_ism has a
peculi;;lr dietl.neUve raison dletl'e: pe rhap s its place is to be back
in the Anglican. Church (from which it should never have been allowed
to stray), carrying with it its evangelistic zeal and, if this were
possibleQ i ts more protestant ideas of the ministry.l
V.. The great Church of Protestantism proper is the "Reformed. Church, II
whose immedie,tely recognisable f'ea.uur-e is Presb~er1anism.2 By the
seventeenth century it. was well established in Switzerla.nd. France.
Hungary, Slovakie-" Germany, Holland and Scotland. and almost became,
in England, the Church "by law esta1)lished .. II ~he Reformed Churches
throughout the wOl.~ldar-e based on definitive confessional statements
of the charact ar of the "Westminster Confession of Faith, II whlc:2 is
the basi s of Reformed Ohm'eh fai tb. in Br-i,ta.in.. Rigid in credal adherence
and lega.list in aisciplinary temper. the thought and life of the Reformed
Churches are pervaded with a cold precision which. nevertheless, has
preserved for Church life in Protestantism some degree of uni ty. Emthari ty
and discipline.
Of the Independent type of church, the Congregationallsts
have seemed for many years to have forgotten their true obur-chmansrrtpt
as the Bapt La't s ha.ve been oont enb to deva.luate the Sacra.ment whj.ch
________ ~ __ --c__ -- - -------------------------------~-~
IThose Methodists who are nearest to Wesley's thinking are
seen today in the Methodist Sacramental Fellowship, which expresses a
genf us not f~.r from that of Anglicanism ..
2In Hungary and pe"rt of Frallce it has an episcopal constitution.
(Robinson, The S~~ttered Cross.)
-x-: -----~
give s'" thexa thel·.~·... name ..
san.~ .Ie Lar ""01' "o Y Hlto "uJ:l.d..enomination ....U"n,. u ( l' h
t
' - 0_, ,,'1C is a far worse state
'aan U",v..enomina.t' . )J..onalulm" ,. 'h t t .1... •
,..11.1 o~y, m both cOl11!llUlll0ns thel'e has
been a resurgence
In 13ri ta.in particula.rly, both these groUPS
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,~'.'at·"-' lon':lli"'t~ s , especi.a.lly. come th'" n me f f !
... a S 0 some 0 the greatest (c'hurchl;Y-"
theolof"in,n '"o " ., of modern times ..
1




.ne Soc i et y of Fri ends. with its ve.luable i nsi st snc e on "inner
light."
and an effeoti". ethiC ("hose incentive could never be called
Us 1a. va.tion
by works"), is set against all forms' ThiS is cha,recteri
stiC
of ita f .
_ allure to understand the "given" ."ture of Christianity, aJl(I
to ac<'..:, ceot th
_ • inevitability of form in all life in this world. !lowe.'er
ttmely and.
inspiring be the chars.cters and works of the Quakers, it
is cel't .




of their Christian brethreIl organhed in visible org
ani
.....
A. it is. Q)laker thinking baS largely departed from OrthOo.oXY
tions.
and in
manyplaces bas degenerated into a mystice.l _l
s
". expressed
in on "ethioa1 society" rather than in a ChUrchof Christ.
VI~-
lllO
V'ement . C f Ch .... D" 1• 18 that co-.u
ity
knOon as hUrcheS 0, rl
S
" or lSC1P es.
Thi'" '
< group. as we baV
e
alreadY s.en. c_ot be clessified as either
Prot
.st""t or Catholic, yet in !ts teaching end its ethOe it is undoubte~
1:,' bo
th Pro to stant and CathO1ie. Like every co..-
i




" its precept' nevertheless, tne
re
are to be found
in th 1d 1, e oongregations of thiS brothSrbOOdthrOughout the war ,e .emeots
of faith and life which are both CathOliCand prote.tant. It is, there-
--:;---------------------, 1e _ p 'r Forsyth BerOB.rdLord ~ning, O. H. ])odd. N.
ti1eklem. J~: S: M.",le, H. Cunliff ....JOne. and the youngDaniel Jeukins.
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fore ..~ '_'t '~.J.. "(,n goodu reason t'nat P f W
1'0 e6Sor ill of StrgSbourg- calls this
cOmnIUni. ty a lib"" a "• L1 ..g8 ChU.1'ch ..1
Its o~n .b .
, mem .rsh'p prof.ro,he name "Christian" as its denomination,
rather than any di . .
v,.,ve, sectar;an title; not if' any .ense of arrogance,
bu.t~ol .," e4.y
as a wHness against tile sinfulness of sehisnl. :Beginning
a.lJr:ost
sb"ltaneously (but quite independently) in Britsin and in
America. . its 1)1"-'
. .mary concern. "-S ". saw in Chapter VII, was "the pre ••
nt
rtate of
the Ohristian religion." in the light of "the Living Oracles;"
ana it
. s primary intention waS the restoratiOn of New Testament Chris-
tia;nHy,
that the present state of the Christian religion might give
pla.ce to
.A. body of considerable
that ord_ained for it by God Himself.
s·12:e in ~~mer-Lea, Churches of Christ (DiSCiples)
ill 13 •rl. ta:in" .. , oea:t'lng, it must be scd
d, a wi tnes
s
to its small !lumerice.l strength.
rema.in a small body
out of all pl'O'Portion
Part of its distinctive character
lies'. III its capacity
tOgether~
to see that the Word.of God.e.nd the Church belong




the Church as against the lIord of God. and the Protest""t
E!lUPha j
_ sa s upon the Word of God as over ageinst the ChUrch. As we saw
in 01::.r d'
_lscu.ssion of the nature of revelation. which is the ground of
all thtng's u
Christian. "the Word of God" and "the Church 0.1'· co_lnherent.
Thl'"
" co-inherence of "word" and IICllurch" has. from the beginning. found
re'mBrk 0
. able expression in the ""rshiP end the work of ChurcheS of hrist
(Dis 1
c .ples). This c
mnmuni
ty is bOth essentiallY sacramental and
zealously evange 11cal. and the unin! t i a.ted reader 0fit s "1'it ings fi nds~__....--::-----.-
C IHeadl. • ,:::;-;;y- ''!IinistrY and Sacronents": r090r' "f
O:tnmi am an,-,- JJvu ......er ' ""'di b h 19';17 (C' C M




himself often 'bewildered as to whether he is reading Ostholic do~b
or Protestan·t.; polemic.l
The genius of this mo',ament is flJ.rthe:r expreHsed in its con-
ception of faith and. its attitu.de to dogrnr:... It 118.5 avoided the sub-
jectivism of experience on the one hand., and the unreality of "ssent
to credal formulatiOll on the other, as tests of fellowship- It h"19
always drawn the distinction between " Idogma,' as a fact of hi story,
and 'theology. I a.s an explanation of facts in language suited to the
thoughts of a particular age." For its people faith begins in the
truth of a personal God and the fact of a personal revelation, which
demands moral respon .se _ a response which is co"",i tment, which is
loyalty.2 This is why the test of fellowship, in Disciple understanding,
is the willing confession of the !lew Test""ent christian. "I believe
that Jesus is Lord" or "I belie.·. tbat Jesus is the Son of God"; with
the pr.supposi Uons of understanding and pam tonce, and the implication.
of sacremental obedience end ethical condnct whieh sucb a confe.sion carries
. ------------------------------------------------
lSee Chapter V~ p .. 4Sff.
2See the significant distinction between "truth" end "ract"
i:> Alexander QBnIP bell' s "~.9"'i sti,!!! ~~ ", "~oundation of Chd ...
tlan Union." Here we see bow conte""orery thlnk1ng on revelation, end
especially such insights as those of Bsrdyaev were ""ticipated in the
ear;ly t11inki.ng of this movement..
3ThiG emP
basiS
upon the place of the !l-U (as against e""basis on
either the emotions or the intellect) indicates the concern with ,oral
r-e,.,.'0 ml • l.,.t ••• ~. to roe is in cbarac tar with tho se demands of
,.d'U nse- .J. 11.5, _~,vW'" t 'the Word of Goduttered b< prophet of lsreel and apo~tle of Cm-is
t
•
So we see that ".Jt1steptialiSro" is not a recent nove"W bUt rather
describes the nature in all of the aivin ... - epcounter.
------~-- ~---
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Those keynotes of biblical theology fromwhenco alone we can approach
the heart of the problem of the natura of the Church are seen to
be the keynotes of the origins of this movem.ent. The concepts of
"revelation," "facts of history, I' "personal relationship," express
the essenoe of its intention and its ethos,l so that they have not
been baulked by the paradoxes of grace, of faith and works. or of
dogmatio insistenco. or .o-call.d - •• ientific" denials or the pre •• nee
and action of Christ in the sacr&nents of Baptism and the Eucharist.
seemBnever to have been. worked out adequate,ly. It seeJll8to :me
that the characteristic ree-118m of this movement haS never been
Its position on the Ministry and Church order..however!'
applied to thO.e q""stion.. Whil. thiS i. not to .ay that tho
move_ has no contribution to make to the proble", of "the Mini. try. "
it is to Bay that in this field wo still await the contribution,
in contemporary terms. or Church•S of Chri.t (Di•• iPl •• ).2
. l-Disciple. he.ve """tered everything. in the Lordship of
Christ. Theories about Hi. pOr.an have not 1ntere.
ted
them .0 much
a. obedienCO to Hia will. The wiBdoa of this position i. being vindi'
Dated by both Biblical schOlarshiP end modern philOSOPhy. It 10 a
reoogpition of peraonality .. thO hi~e.t thing .e knoW." Dean E.
Walker, A<!ven
turin
Jii!2£E!""iati~ E!'itZ. p. 52. (Bere"" Pr•••• 1935)
2S•• RelifLan FollOWSthO Fronti.~ by W. E. Garrison' Ths
Shatter.d Cross by l'iiiU", RobinSoii. pventuri!!JI in Christi~ Uni~~
by !lean 1!. vtaiiiior> ThODi•• ipl!! by Abbott. ~ .!£ !!"o"",1;!_~!iri.t .. n
Union." by F. D ..Kershriir.
_~~==========-=~==-~~~~~~E5~~~~~~- ______...---'------- ~---
Th. beginningS of thO oe._nic~l mo..-nt, as we noted in
Chapter VII, were •• on at the International Missionary Counoil held
i. Edinburgh in 1910. Before this tiue. thO id••e of ••oumonieitywore
taking root. So much bas been writtenl on tho history of thO O••woon·
io"l Mave ...nt. t. the point of th•• uergenoe of thO World Counoil of
Church ••, that a d.tail.d review would bere bo superfluouS. It i-
nee ..... ry. n... erthOl •••• that w. obO.r .... the mo.... signifiean
t
moment.
and developments in the oeeumenica1 movement's progress.
QECUMENlCAL PROGRESS
It i. signifi.ant tnat it was trom thO younger Churoh
e
• tro.t
th. 08o_nioo.l .ndeavOr bloosomod fortb. It was the very fact of
their .bilityto ...t and discues with th.ir br.thr
en
of older
Christendom that produood the vi.ion of " Church that i. world-wide,
of an o."""",nioal Churcb. By that time it had been s.en already
that no longer was thO Christian mo••age proce.ding from a .ond••••
nd
•
ing W••t. the Cbristian. of what hOd boen called "the mi••
ion
field"
..ere .een to be tho representatives of ·Chur.he •• " albeit thO 'younger"
cburches. So tbe .ub.equent .onferen•e• in 1928. in Jerusalem. and
in 1938. in T_ar ....Ir>dia,found an .~r incr••sing proportion
amCBlg tbe delegatO• of the ""tive ChristianS of tho indigeno
u
•
Churc"'s of ~.ia, Afrioa an4 thO ••attered islands. ~t TambarNO.
is•• espe.iallY tho roport• of tho lnternati_
l
Mis.i-ry
Council. oftbB world conferen.e. on Faith and ardor; end of tne
Life and 'IIorkM_ ...n
t
• AlSo. \filli...M1- Br-, ~rd • .!2"ited
Church; H. R. T. Bran4reth• _!!!>itZend Reuni"!!.(A. and 1:. fiack.LOndon, 1945). ThiS is a bibliOgf~iq~~i~~i'griingr.ferenOS to a remarkable
nwober of works rrom manY sour". ooncerning the ooc_
nioal
JIlo......nt
and similar activity in tho whole field of reunion.
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Far East and Far West found thlLt they ...re all one in Christ J.SUS
and the re8ult of _ir united exporience• faith and study ... a
.eri.. of eoclesiAstioal and social pronouncement. of deep and
lasting value01
In this conferonc. was born a now .elf-oonfidence in tho
younger Churches and al'o, a nOW and humble ••aren
e•• in tho minds




wide, having a. o.nter, no I!".g....phi ...l locus. but only the faith in
th. LordshiP of Chri.t• E...nl!"li8'"18 the ohi.r can.·"" of this











Edinburgh conference in 1910 th.re began tba Faith
and Order ~av ....nt, which waS set upon £acing frBJ1
kl
y the problema





link "._en its ""in asSembli ••• it gethered in Gen.va
---------------------_ .._-----------ls.e thO workS included in the well-kn.. n "Tembar"'" Serie ••"
publi.hed by the International Viaaionary Coun.
il
• 1938.
in 1920. in Lausanne in 1921. and in Edinburgh in 1937. Its work
became tho study,by four como1 ••icnB• (with all tho continuation
2walter Marshall Horton ••Hoover l.ctur.r for 1948 at the university
of Chi.-g
O
• called his lectureS The Next Fhae° in Chri.tian UnitY:
He des.rib .. tlUl JU••• ionarY confer•nc •• A. tlUl "Edinburgh approach";
the Faith ond Order activity as the ·Lau.anno approach· and the LifO




inhorent in thO present ..cumonical .ituation,
he retains a .haract.ristiCallY liberal. end a porhap. unduly expec·
tant, vi'" of the world Co""cil of Churches. Through tho courte.y of
Dr. W. B. Bl~' Eo8D of Disciple. Divinity HoUS·. University of
Chicago--whom I gladly te .. mber as on old fellOW·student-- I was
ab le to obtain thO digo st of Dr. Horton'. lecture s • Dr. Ho rton '•crisp analysis hardly. it soems to mo. reaohe• the heart of the ..cumen-
1c9.1 dHenna.
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COJl'Jll.itt8es)of four gre1at question.AU (1) The Dootrine of Grace;
(2) The Church of Christ and the Word of God; (3) The Ministry and
Sacraments .• and (4) The Churche's uni.ty in Life and Worship. The
larger part of the theological writing of the last ten years" it may
be said" has been done with a referenoe to the urgency and importanoe
of this "Lausanne" approach.
The Life am Work Conference was convened also from the
historic assembly of 1910" in tha belief that notwithstanding defined
doctrinal di:ff'erenoos" the Churohes could and ought to oooperate
on the larger issues o:f study and action in sooial affairs. Its
concern was gathered under the gener •.l theme "Churoh" Communityand
State." This was broken down into seven studies and has become the
inapiration,,--over an ar.a muoh wider than its awn official sphere--
for a new searoh for a dogmatio social doctrineo The oontemporary
ooncorn among so many theologians throughout the world with the social
impact of the Gospel- ..which is a long way from being what we know
as Itsocial Gospellt--flow .. I believe. from this SOU1-OO. The great
Lif~ and Vfork Conf'erences were held in StockholJA in 1925 and in
Oxford in 1931.
It was no :mere coincidence the,t the 1931 Conferenoefl were
held in the S9.JIIf) CO'W.'ltry. .A.sChristian leaders pursued cecumenace.I
study .. they had already begun to see hO'vclearly "Faith and Order"
and "Life and Work" were two aspeots ot one problalll; that is .. how
dependent is the life and work·of the Churoh upon its faith and order.
So• .from 1!331 came the proposal of one ovor-all Council" a World Counoil
of Churches 0 (Wehave l<l')arnedto alcknowledge that the visitations of
God are normally two-fold; He comes in judgment and forgiveness. with
finality a.nd with. new opportunity.. Wemay well believe that in 1938
Hi. visitation was man.ifest--in crisis (judgment) among the prince.
at Geneva's Palace of Nations and in blessing at Utrecht, where the
World Council of Churches ("in prooess of formation") oame into
being.) Standing prior to the oonstitution of the World Council
of Churches is the great Affirmation of Unity. unanimously adopted
by the seoond World Council on Faith and Order in Edinburgh, 1937.1
which may well become one of the classic documents of Church history.
Hero is a statement of a common faith. a common gratitudeJl a OonmOll
penitence for the faot of sohism, and a oarumonwill for unity in the
conviotion that "Christ is the one hope of wlity for the world."
Until "Amsterdam" in 194:8; the World Counoil of Churches has
no actual existenoe. Its docUll'II!Intsshow it as "the World Council
of Churohes (in process of for.matlon.9 Nevertheless, as Oliver
Tompkins2 has said. for a body that has no existence, the World
Council of Churches has been remarkably active. in the fields of
religious education. of evangelistio encouragement. of the promotion
of'increasing fellowship between Christians of all lands. and of
specialized service in the ramifications of those problema of re-
construction and relier caused by a world war. The World Council
has acted often. not only as the co-operating instrwnent of the
Christian forcea. but in some sensee as the very Church itself.
(The issues raised by this statement are dealt with in the next
chapter.)
1See Conference report.. SeeJl also. Appendix VII. "Towards
a United Church. It Adams Bro)m.
20f Sheffield. England. (an Assistant Seoretary or the World
Council of Churohes). writing in "The Christian Century."
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It- print,ng pr••••• are oonotantly buoy' its offioials and
••..-nt. are aot1T. all o... r tho "orld and it. devoted •.-rgy r_i'"
on inspiration to Christians .verywhere. In spit. of all this,
however. it i. o&ugbtin tho dilo~n&of historicity. andmanydangers -
of some. (thoughby no meansall) of "hioh it s.ems to have bo."
entirely obliviOUs_attend its activity. In fact. it. very exist.nc ••
for all it. ben.fit •• is a possible snare and delusion.
~t this m_,.t it looks forwardto _t.rdeln in the .pirit
whiohwe sawin the openingpag•• of thiS ••• ay; that is. with
enthusiasm. yet not without r.alio .. and in the chastenedattitude
ocoasionedby the tragedy of tho year. oinoe 1919.
1
The As•• mbly
of tho Co_il bOo. a f_fold task and •••• ito task und.
r
the
reforence of an _r-all th..... ")dan'sDisor
d•r and God'sDesign,"
This title continues to bo the bUrdonof pap.r. and sennonsand bOoks
in almost overy ._try in the world2 andneeds no detailed tr.a_
nt
Thetask of tho Asoeablyin~ugust will bOo first, constituiooal.
TheAs.embly"ill eons_to, officially and fo_lly, the estabUs_nt





' "hioh has bO.n continuing .ino. 1937." Secondly, the
Aa •• mblywill bo largely occupiedwith the ••• rc
h
for definition
of the prinoipl.s which.... t be tho basi. for Chri.tian o_.mity.
Thirdly. tho Aas.mblywill be engagedin !aot-findi
ng
• receiving





are lirln& in .trio~n post-r ... ieti... And. lastly. it is concerned
The beginning ot ,the "phOllY" pea.o
e
•





, No"york 10. 7 KonsiJ1gtonChurMCourt, London,
WSi 11 Route de Ma.lsgnoUj Genevao
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with a prophetic :message to the Ohur-ehea undez-, as 'V',re have said ..
the generaI theme of "Man's Disorder and God's Design."
Before we look at the inevittlble involvement in the human
dil.emma of the World Council of Churohes .. it is required to refer
to a number of unitive acti vitiss of Churches .. which have been effeoted
in accordance with the outlook of the oeoumenioal movement.1 Of
these .. the following are among the most important. Prior to the
meeting of the Lambeth Conferences in 1920..the OecumendceL Patriarchate
of Constantinople issued en Encyclioal Letter advocating closer
intercourse between the several Christian Churohes .. without the
tendenoy' to proselytlse and entioe the followers of other Christian
confessions. In 1922, the Patriarchate and Holy' S3modof Constanti-
nople accepted tho validity of Anglican orders and i.n this was soon
followed by the Patriarchate of Jerusalem and the Churoh of Cyprus.
In, 1931. mutual reoognition and inter-oommunion became effectiTe
be~~en the Churoh of England and the Old Catholic Churohl in the
actj,on of the Synod of the Old Catholic Church held in Vienna in
1931..and of the Convooations of Canterbury and of York in 1932.
The outstanding oeoumenioal act of union is, of course, that
which has resulted in the United Church of South India. This had
its beginnings in 1919..when ministers of the Church of Indie., Burma
and Ceylon (Anglican) and of the South India United Churoh (Presby-
tfH'ian and Congngational) met to prepare a sta.tement on Church uniono
The Methodist Church in Southern India entered the conferences in
"
As opposed to those unions which we said were not oeoumenioal
in the contemporary and technical sense of the word. See Chapter VIIIt
1923 d• an by 1929. a committee representing all these bodies had
Oompleted the So"th... India scheme of Churoh union. From that time
the Che urcbes have wrestled with the probleras of un:i.on; membership •
.authorit y_ ministry, sacraments, order ..and all those fOrm:3on
'Which agreement is so diffioult to find. Many Anglioans have opposed
the sch eme with great vehemence- ...and some, it m.ust be said, with a
lllost. unlovely spirit. Nevertheless. almost twenty years after the
sOheme waG first presented_ the United Church of South India has
cOlM into eXisteno801 If there are those who require to be oonvinced
that church union is dif.fic~lt and almost impossible ..then the
e~peri. enee of the World Counoil as it has _tolled the South. India







b. enough for them. This union has been achieved upon
the basis of a compromise, for an interim period, in which all the
Pl"esellt. ministry of the uniting Churches will be reoognized, with
the .prOVision that in the future all ministers will be episoopally
ordai ned. One cannof feel hapPY at the attitudes shown by nlany
Churohm en towards what has happened in South India~ and it is parti-
OUlarh~ herd th tt' tud fw ~ to see any spirit of Christian love in e a 1 es 0
the Church Union and the Amerioan Churoh Union. Her~~ however, i.
definitive it i h foecU1I8nioal experiJl18ntand w. must wa , n ope , or
SOha. me, and the
in it. should
its outcome.
And now, this TOry day, c-' ne.. frOJllOberlin, Ohio, of tho
acc.Ptanoe by th. congregational Chriotian ChurchS" of tho invitation
fro_ the Evo:o.gelioo.land Refo_d Church of _rica to ont.r into
"-don a. the .United Church of Christ,· whoo' momborship will be--- lSae Chapter .x.
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about 2,000,000.3
So the Oecumenical Movementhas vindicated its conviction that
it is born of the Spirit of God and is aware of a duality in its
being. As Visser 't Hooft, its genial and graciously gifted Executive
Secretary, has said.
On the one hand, the creation of the Council means
that :for the .first time, since the div'isions of the
church took place, a permanent body is set up which
represents the Churches direotly and off'lcie.lly.
The World Council differes from all other oeeumenical
bodies whioh have existed or exist tod,y, in that it
is ~ jure and de facto a Council of Churoheso
Thit! briefest sunrey of the coming of the World Council of
Churches must :fail to acknowledge the work of SO mf.\llydevout sern.ntE
of the Una. Sanota, but not the briefest may omit tribute to those
few, without whose response the recent history of the Church may
well have been less encouraging. Bishop Brent, Peter Ainslie. ~Villiam
Adams Brown, of America; Soderblom, of Sweden; and William Temple
and William Paton.. of Britain, who nOW knowthe joy of the Church
Triumphant, will all be rememberedwith reverenoe and gratitude.
They served the Churches well and they knew that profound problems
ever we..it to challenge and inspire the Churohes. These are the
problema which the proximity to "~terdam· oauses to loom larger
upon us, and demands that to overoome them we must first understand
thOJDo
1Indianapolis Star, June 23" 194:8. It seems, therefore ..
that the conoept "Presbygational" is not so strange after all 1
CHAPTER X
OECUMENICA DlLilIMNA
I. The Human Dilemna
PerhB,ps the tact that The World CoUltcil of Churches is the
great victory of our generation,l and that it has been able to show
to the world something of the power of Christian fellowship, tends
to make us rorget--and among Christian thinkers there are more than
enough who refuse to remember 1- that every hU1Jll:\nviotory is a Pyrrhic
victOl"Y". Caught in the eonst&nt dilemna, of human existence" the
World Council of Churches may find that the speed of the work of the
last thirty years 1l18.y be the impetuB of its falling in failure.
This is not the place for a discussion of the problem of evil,
nor should it be necessary any more, in Christian conversation, to
seek to demonstrate the futility of what has been oalled "liberalism."
No Christlan denies that dna are specifio wrongs "made in specific
and conorete situati,ons," but in order to be distinctively Christian,
he must acknowledge that it i. not so muoh "sins." as "Sin, It which
is man' s captor, and with whioh the Gospel of Christ has to cBal.2
lAnd fact it is. as its achievement. bear witness. See William
AdaDw Brown, Toward a-Un1ted Churoh, Scribners, New York, 19.6; O.
Wedel, The Coming Great Church, Macmillan, 19.5; Henry Van Dusen,
ThaY Found the Church There. and World Christianity, Soribners. 1946,
Abingaton-dOkesburg~ 1947" Nashville,' and the ourrent religiou8
journal.
,I
2"Sins are always specific wrong decisions that are made in
specific and concrete situations." (Si~l) W. C. Bower, writing in
"Christendom," Autumn, 1941. ,The attitude whioh has been called liliberalianl"
thinks in terms of toleranoe. intelligence and respectability, but
it looks at Ufe from the wrong mountdn toP. and thinks it can be
measured by the tenderness of Olivet's sermon rather than by the
tragedy of Golgotha's sacrifioe. Because liberalism can only "Behold
the man" and not see the King of Israel, it speaks so glibly (and
stran~lyl) about a Kingdom of God. where sins can be explained and




Sins are no more than the sores caused by the disease, for sin is
r..dioal _ rooted in the very nature of hwnani ty as we know it. In
teaching this, early Christian Father, sixteenth-century Reformer, and
today's existentialist, all reiterate a biblical insistenoe; uttered,
as we have said, by both prophet of Israel and apostle of Christ.
The myth of "FaUn is horribly true for the Christian: he
sees a humanity that is fallen, in a world that is fallon. There is,
therefore, as Reinhold Niebuhr says, an inevitability about sin. At
tial awareness of his moral personality, whioh is, for him, a oonscious-
the sa.me time. for all the fallen-ness, the Christian has that existen-
ness of culpability. So Niebuhr is able ·tospeak also of responsibility
for sin, despite its inevitability.l
mentally, sin is man's desire to escape his humanity and became God,
Niebuhr here speaks in authentic tones. showing us that funda-
and its unique charaoter is that "it lies at the junction of nature
and spirit." It is the god-like qualities in man that involve him in
his greatest sins. 2 Man's hi ghost abilities and best-intended strivings
hold him yet in sin, for, as the writer remembers hearing Prof. T. C.
Jessop say,3 h~ sin is apparent in men's evaluing of good: it is
from. their "goodness. It that Jesus comes to save them. Wha.t can this
strangeness be but the evidence of a humanity, (and a world) whioh
concerning human righteousness is its judgment. and much of the tragedy
of the 20th century is its fruit. Of course this is not a.1ls there
a~ many benefits deriving £romthe liberal temper. Nevertheless, the
Sin which it will not admit, oontinually turns its open-minded seeking
for truth into proud and unperceiving folly.
1"Nature and Destinx..2.L~ Vol. 1, Scribner's 1941-43, N.Y.
chap. 9. ---- - -
2Cf Lord Aoton "The oorruption of the best is tilt)worst."
3professor of Philosophy at University College, Hull. Author
of "Law of LOve" (S.C.14. Press, London, 1941) in which this idea 1s
developed.
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is not wha.t it was meant to be: where its "goodness" is evil; where
the evil that it would not. tha.t it does; where every disoovery and
every capacity is expressed and manifested in evil,l and applied to
the further annihilation of felloW8hip12
To the despair tha.t ensues from human dilemml., God has an
answer. He comes into the fallen world: He comes as a man into the
life of fallen man: so. in the mystery of God-manhood. !!!!human lite
is embodied, in flesh and blood, in the midst of the fallen existence
which we know. There is no place for such an embodiment, except a
world that has "gone wrong." which is "in sin." A world where men
only make "speoific wrong decisions" neither needs nor would be given
the "impossible possibilities,,3 expressed in "Revelation," "Word of
God." "Christ" and "Church."
I·
See Elton Trueblood, Preface to The Predicament of Modern
Man_ Harpers, 1944.
2See, also. Alexander Campbell, "Notes on a Tour~' The Christian
Baptist. December 5, 1825. "We learn however, fram experienoe, as
well as fram books that the human mind is prone to extremes in all
circumstances. We see when men have been long enslaved in Church or
State, they become anarchists in both. Tyranny and anarchy. if not
themselves opposites, are in this respect the extremes of certain
principles and praotices. When a tyrant is dethroned and his vassals
liberated, he finds his quietus in the guillotine, and they convert
his palaces into towers and strongholds for each other in rotation.
So in the Church. They who call the Pope antiohrist and renounce
any successor of S. Peter, set themselves up as popes, and thus a whole
congregation of protesters beoome a college of cardinals, and they
will have no pope because e~ch one wishes to be pope himself. Democrats
in politics and independents in religion are not unfrequently the greatest
tyrants in the world. I am a democrat; because I love kingly power,
and don't want to part with it to other hands. And you are an Independent
beoause you like papal supremacy, and wish to have your share in full.
I only mean to say (for I am called a democrat and an Independent)
that such is the issue of both. it not closely watohed and oonstantly
guarded."
3Reinhold Niebuhr, OPe cit.
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"Embodiment," to be ....al _(and I h..ve ....int..ined th..t "!nOes'
na.tion " i
, ,e, true emDodimOnt, is the very h.art of Christianity),
must have ..o.rtain finitude of -•• rldnes." about it, so, whatever
abe i .
s .n the Church, Emil Brunner i. right in saying that "the begin-
nings only of the ..bsolute End are in this comnunity," which ~s the....-
for<>e••enti..lly ino_lete •• 0 that "the Church" and "perfection" are
mutu ..lly exclu.ive id.....l Forfoot unity, ther.for
e, whioh thO Church
•••ks, is impossibl., yet in thO Churoh'. reaching for it, it shall b.
seen to be nan impossible .E.?ssibili~.1t
Oocumsnical dil.ma• b.gins then, in tho fact ofth. human
dil.mna, wherein ..Church .ooditio""d .....~ lifo is conditioned,
is, for a11 its divine originS and r••our••••• ond._
d
to ~rr..tion
""d division, ,.t .....a divinO and p1J1"poo.tu1 _ .... 1;1'" to ....k unity'_.1n "be~" and -becoodng" ....in o_tant .1*l_ity. wh..... in
tho Church's strivings for unity"y ofton reoult in great.
r
divisiono'
wher.in those points whore unity r••ido., it i. imPOssible for h.r
oonotituonts zo re
ach
•2 whorein omopromi·o iB an inevit..blO charaot.ri.tio
of tho Churoh'. being, yet s denial of its nature. end wherein it i.
both constantlY overooming the world ..nd b.ing avercoDO by tho world.
In the .etting of tho dil."'" we see thO.e whO ..ccoph only the "inevita•
bility of sin" ..nd are unooncerned about .ooking tho organiC union of
tho Church, or are in d••pair, and on the oth.r non
d
• tho'· who aCc.ph
,.X:'-~ivi"" lJDp.rative. (Luth.....orth Fr••• )' ChaP· "The Co.,.- ty
of Fa.ith.YO-- - - - -Th.refo.... if '"'ai" at defiIlit10n of "th. nature of thO Church,' wemignt, £r~ thiS point of .i", say that it i. THE SFIRIT OF GOD•• xpre •• •
d
in THE LIFE OF CllRIST de..."ding in this "orld THE FOBllof • c()IlI1lNITYOF, ~ ,,"
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only "responsibility for sin" ~ not realizing what it is that they
accept, and hopefully work f.or "peace in our time, It believing that
by their own efforts they can unite the divided Churoh,
Only a dialectic hewn.out of the paradox of divine-human encounter
can comprehend and express God's aotivityin this institution which is
His Church. Only such a view.. which sees two sides of the discussion
and kn~~s them both to be partly right, remains a view Which, having
a transcendental perspective, is able to resolve,:in belief and
behavior .. the inherent paradox of the Church. With this view.. we are
able to observe that the closer the "World Churoh" comes to its UAmsterd8.Il
the clearer is it sean that its opportunities hold grave dangers, and
that the open doors which Godh8.15set before us can be slammed tight
shut by our unreadiness or our sinning ..
Because eaoh problem in the diseussion is an entire study in
itself, we shall do no more than refer to some of the urgent manifesta-
tions of the oeoumenioal dilemnB.'; viewing them in the setting of the
present, living .. sit\l.8.tion. The dilEllI!n1ais real .. arising from the
paradox of God's coming to His people, and its manifestations are not
issues of methodologically occasioned character, but are inherent in




The j.rony of the human situation is apparent in that when the
Faith and Order Conferenoe met in Edinburgh in 1937, it was still asking
what ~ the unity for which it was searohing. And" it seems to mell
the answers it received thenl were less satisfactory than those put
forward at Le.usanne, ten years before. 2 This illustrates what I
mean by saying that "progress" can mean failure. The work of pre-
paring the later report was put into the hands of an ~rioan Protestant
group, ~lich showed that it had neither understood the realism of
Hevelation" nor escaped the superficial pragmatism of its own "liberal"
environment" and it therefore produoed a document which was not at
all in character with oecumenical utterance. "The Meanings of Unity"
discusses with d.eliberate lightness" the "ultimate questions" of
"varying conceptions as to the relation of God to the world and His way
wi th. men"_(Sic t), 3 consigning the very point of departure of its
ooncern to a condesoending after-thOught.
Nevertheless, the fact that unity is not merely difficult to
a.hieve. but diffioult also to conceive, emerges in this report, which
shows. at least. what diversity lie. in "unity.· Risking the charge
against _elf, of .deliberate lightness,· I suggest that while the
~.rld Conference on Faith and Order. The Meanings .f lbnitx•
Rep.rt No. I, prepared by Commi.sion on the Church"-s Unity1n ife and
Worship" 1937" AngUS Dun.





Report on Subjeot VII, 1921.
various aspects of unity with which the Dun report deals. are all
important, the real issue here is whether the unity of the Churoh
is 8. conoept of merely fUnotional "Federation," or of nothing less
than organio union. To those who hold the latter vieVl, the warnings
which this paper has tried to showmust be given. There are many
Protestants" however" who are not only content with "federation ..n but
who have been heard openly to avow that "federation" is the purpose of
their participation in the oecumenical movement. In this it maywell
be that some of the more consciously Protestant bodies in the World
Council of Churches are perpetrating great disservice to the cause of
oecumenicity.l
Tho dile rona;!'at the point of unity, inevitably invades the
area of methodology. In 1932 the Wesleyan Methodists. the Primitive
Methodist Church and the United Methodist Church united to become the
Methodist Churoh in England. This union, an activity of the theological
and administrative leaders of these bodies was barely understood by
the laity of those Church'" Today. fift.en y.ar. lat.r. th.ro Ls to
be found scarcely any sense of unity amongthe Methodist congregations,
lind in many plao
e
., th.r. sre still. in on. shOrt .t .....t. the thrO.
buildings of the thrOe congregations. and three ••parate groups of
people. who insist that they are "PrimO.· or "Yl.sleyaJlB"or "Unit.d." I
n.re the union .... pr.....ture• the p.ople of ths M.thodist Churche.
were quite unprepared for it. and in this li.s salutary warning for u.,
It is not .nough for the theologioal l•• d.... to ••• k dootrinal agr•• -
ment. th.y must eduo.te and inform their p.ople. and they must •••
lOll thiS .e. ]Ieadlam. Reunion, pp. 287-288. (Macmillan.1920)-
that experiments in oooperation, and experienoes in fellowship with
other congregations, are part of the normal life and work of the
congregations of their own communion. In this way, when the time for
union is fulfilled, respective leaders and peoples may move together
into a closer unity which shall be 8. unity of both thought and lifElc
On the other hand, this popular emphasis reminds us of words
of Visser It Hooft,
A. (second) attempt to create unity was that of
the pietiatio movement with its forerunners and
its successors. It is oharaoterised by the re-
union aotivities of the Moravians, of Schleier-
maoher, of the Evangelical Alliance and of the
revivals of the 9th century. It has rendered
great services to the cs.use of unity, but its
weakness is that it suffers from introversion.
Unity becomes a matter of personal sentiment.
We have learned again that Christian unity
must be a unity of the Church ~ • ..• _9.?rtaslf
is precisely to make it increasingly manifes!.l
1 )From Notes (not for general publication of a speech by Dr.




3. "Esse" and "Ben Esse"
The long-vexing questions of "esse" and "ben esse" are seen in the
light of this paper to be the questions of primary and secondary forms, and
they renain_ at present, the greatest stumbling-block in the way of
Christirul unity. Father Hebert's The Form of the Church helps very___ ------
little here, and that this work has had such wide influence is rather
to be deplored.1 As it is, it is harder now to convince people that
understanding of primary for,mB, of the "esse" of the Churoh, requires
deeper knowledge of the Bible than of Churoh history.2 The real issue
is the question of ~ Minist~, and its assooiated problema--those
questions of Authority, 'Order and Sacrament. To Protestants, the ministry
is merely one among the other forms of the Churoh. but to Catholics it
holds essential primacy. When the question "What is tl'eMinistry?"
could be answered with unanimity, then the greatest barrier to Church
unity would be broken down. At present there is little ground for hope-
fulness. Even a great work like the Bishop of Oxford's ~ Apostolic
Ministry seems to have been motivated by justifioation of a position
rather than by sheer research,3 but there can be no justifioation for the
cold, relentless attitudes of those seotions of Anglioanism represented
by the Church Union and the American Church Union. One is perturbed--
lIt is irritatingly reminisoent
American~) utteranoe in world politics.
block bigger 1
2I should be the ]a st to minimize the importo..nca of the study of
Churoh Historyo
of a "Trumanesque" (not an
It simply makes the s tumbling-
. 3It was not altogether uni'a.ir. when, comparing E;! Apost.olio
M1nistry by K. E. Kirk. Morehouse, Gor.man Coe, 1946, with a tiny booklet
;n the work of the Salvation A~,. Nathaniel luoklem sa.id that the little
HOok sh~s how God doe~ call H1S m1nisters, and the big book shows how
e shOUld oa.ll them-r- 8'
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yet this is part of the dilema- ...that in this issue all semblance of
Christian. humility and oharity can disappear ..and in defending an
apostolic ministry ..a man can deny its very nature. It is good that not
a.ll "h;ghtt Anl1'l)." 0"""8 wr' t I' th IT 1m_ ~ _. 1 e as '61. _er asa eyer of Philadelphia, whose
work shows little of the grace of 80 many of his Anglo-Catholic colleagues
in .~erica and England.,l The diIennna of'oecwnenicity ..however, has sesroed
never more rea.l.to me ·t;hanin this picture from South India ..which comes
to roe from two close friends, both "highlt Anglioans, who are working in
theological education in India. Here is that aspect of the dilelf\)nawhioh
is revealed in the oonsideration of "esse and ben esse" in the present,
living, situation. They write as intimate observers of the new Church of
south India.
The former S.P.G. work in the l~andyal area has very largely
elected to remain the Church of India, B~,ma, and Ceylon. This
is most understandable. when you remember the sequence of
events since May of last year. At that date S.P.G. announoed
that they would discontinue all support to work in South India,
giving any missionaries who wished to remain in the Church of
South Indi& a year's salary, but stopping most other grants at
onee s ThiS announcement oe.me when all missionaries were in the
hills, and before any of uS had had official letters giving details--
for some reason these came by sea--full details appeared the
"Madra.; Mail." In the Nandyal area some i.IO,OOO a year was given
by S.P.G. to the Church, and this money was used to pay teachers,
pastors, and keep educational and medical work going, and the
"Mail" announcement caused dismay. Not long after this, a new
school vear started, and the ohildren who had bean sent scholar-
ships f~om the villages had to be sent home again as it was feared
that there would be no money to see them throur;h their studies.
Mission schools represent the one chance of improving one's position
and getting out of the poverty and ignoranCe of village life, and
thiS fact alone would have bean enough to start great question-
ing in the minds of many folk. A.dd to this situation, where the
whole financial 5ituation for the Christians in the area seemed
dark, the unfortunate family quarrels that mar Church life out
here so often, and a little injudicious dealing on the part of the
supporters of the Union, and you have a situation which is fairly
sure to develop in the way it has done. The Church of South India
is a poor churoh. and cannot make good the money this area has
lnaselmeyer is quite unrepresentative of .Amerioan "Anglicanism"
and the New York Correspondent of "The Guardian" (a Church of England
journal) finds that "to Fathe: HasaJ.meyer th~ only basis for the discussion
of reunion is the aocept&10e ~n advance of h~s own ~deas of the patr~sticdiaeval corpus of formularies on the subject.' ("The Gua.rd~a."l,Feb.19,1948.
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lost, but the S.P.G. can. As a result, a good many folk who had
no theological scruples till about June 1947 (witnessed to by
the unanimous voting in favour of Union up till then) have since
developed them, and lnagnified the great affection and loyalty
to the S.P.G. which was in itself no bad thing, into a loyalty
and affection for the principles which actually were not in the
least threatened by the Wlion.at the moment there is a
Connnissa.ryrepresenting the 1'letropolitan dealing on his behalf
with the care of the work in this area, with a comnission to 00-
aerate with the two Church of South India Bishops whose dioceses
are affected by the trouble. It loo~s very much as if in fact
he were helping to harden the minds of the people against recon-
ciliation, and oreate an enclave of the C.l.B.C. in the middle of
the Church of South India, finanoed by the S.P.G. What would
happen to this little group in the event of union in the North(the
chances of which have been made greater by the union here) is
quite unprediotable. It is a cause for profound regret that this
situation has arisen. and far from "Masses of Reparation" being
said for the Union as has been suggested by some papers in Eng-
land, it seems to us out here that the S.P.G. is in great need
of the prayers of all people who have any ooncern for the removal
of the soandal of disunity. We feel this all the more because
the impression is certainly with those of us on the field that
in May the deoision was irresponsibly and hastily taken, without
due referenoe to the actual situation out here and to the folk
on the spot ..and without the imagination to show some cha.rity in
the manner of withdrawal. The vast majority of the eX-S.P.G".









Parts of another letter are relevant he~ of a letter written
by that "stormy petral" of Anglicanism, Hensley Henson, late Bishop
of Durham--who seems to have been all the time a "dove .." just masquerading
as a petrel 1
The divisions of the Christian Society have their roots so deep in
the past, and in suoh different soi18; have been strengthened by so
many influences which have slight if any connection with Religion;
and embodied themselves in so many "vested interests ..1t personal,
professional and political, that the restoration of unity must
needs be a difficult and gradual achievement. not likely to be
effected by one individual nor in one generation.
Slowly. very slowly ..the tide is setting against mere individual-
ism.. and I think that serious Christians in all the Churches a.re
inclining to suspect that their postulates and principles ought
1Letter dated February, 1948. S.P.G.- Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Gospel. O.I.B.C.-Church of India, Burma and Ceylon. (See











to be re-examined, since they seem to bar a recovery of
a spiritual 8ituation which yet is ever more clearly perceived
to be implicit in Christian discipleship. Festina Lentea
that is the word for us.
"Tarry thou the Lord's leisure,," is the religious
version of the same diotum. Something is gained when we
feel and confess the "passion for unity" which just in
so far as it burns in the souls of individual Christians
provides the condition of sucoess in the larger arena
of Ecclesiastical life. The "climate of opinion" will
thus be slowly" almost imperceptibly, changed until
a transformation has been effected and "all things have
become new."
I oan understand the attractiveness of Papal Unity"
but the Papal conception of unity is perverted. and the
Papal methods of gaining and maintaining unity are in-
admissible. It is not in that direction that we must seek
a remedy for our ills.
I am now well advanced in my 80th year, and from boy-
hood I have ohafed against the fissiparous sectarianism
of modern Christianity.
There has been change, and, on the whole, change in
the right direction. I think that the main obstacle
to re covering a large measure of Unity within the English
speaking world, including the wide extent of English
missioning beyond the frontiers of "Christendom," is the
assumption that unit implies aoceptanoe of a s ecifi-c--
eoclesiastical po ity as a one divine ~ ordained and as
b that authori t indispensabre for the "validi t " of
Saoramentsand the full flow to the Ghur the graces
of Incarnation.This assUmption will finally wreck the South Indian
Scheme, as it has wrecked .very attempt hitherto made
to bring the Anglican Church into effective fellow-
ship with other English Communions.
The pressure of persecution will drive Christians
into some recognition of their fundamental agreement;
and the experienoe of the Foreign Missionaries will
tend to disgust man with the barriers, iWlsrited from
the past, and so plainly irrelevant in the present, whioh
doom the infant churches to reporduce the scandals of
the parent communions in Europe and America.l
______ ~~-- __-----------------------------------------------6
lFrom a letter to Canon W. J. Wright, printed in the British
Weekly;, Jan. I, 1948, by permission of Mrs. Henson and Canon Wright, lias
a valuable testimony of the Bishop's views on Christianilni ty."
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I scareely need repeat that at present, there is little ground
for hopefulness. So oaught are we in the dilewna, that there is no
human ground for hope, for the "complete" episcopalian cannot move from
his position. Here we must wait fo!'the Spirit of God to break through;
yet while we wait, Protestants are obliged to re-study their views on the
:Ministry. The urgent need is for a long, patient study of the apostolic
ministry in the light of the peculiar "logic" of Revelation ..of the
practioe of the New Testament Church, and of the Church's contemporary
needs.
Order, Authority, and Sacraments, we have seen, are bound up with
fact of the apostoliC ministry, and unanimity remains to be found concern-
ing what of these ..is ofuesse!l and what of "ben ease ," DileJnna persists
as Catholics need to be less "anxt ous," and Protestants to be mor-e con-
cerned. about this insistence.l Here a significant contribution is made
by Churches of Christ (Disciples). who, as non- episcopalians have a
de finitively Catholic view of the Sacraments-- a view deriving from their
attitude to Revelation. This derivative understanding of Baptism (as
a part of conversion) is perhaps their real. unique contribution to the
oecumenical Church. They are positive in their witness against infrul"t
One is particularly heartened by such relevant works as the
following 3 The Authority of the Church. James Gray. ("Christian Quarterly")-
The Authority"of the Chur'cli.T:"H.D.Edwards (W.B. Paton, 1944); The •
EGrblicalDoctrine of the Church. (Bethany Press, USA). and The Word of
God and the Aposto1ic1.:tyof the <llurch,William Robinson. (Reportof1937
Edinbur~Continuation Committee): The Natur~ 2! Catholittl. and The
E!!! .£! ~linistry, Daniel Jenkins (Faber and Faber): ~ heolog~.2!...
Christian Initiation. Report of the (Anglican) Archbiships' Commission on
Baptism, Confirmation and Holy Communion, (S.P.C.K., 1948), and The
Apostle ~ His Message, Anton Fridrioksen (Upsala.University. i947-Synop_
sis in lt~ng1i"B1i;by "tHco, British Weekly." Jan. 1st. 1948) - all of whioh
seem ooncerned not to let "esse and ben esse" remain an impasse.
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baptiam. for in so witnessing8 they are asserting the peraonal_ moral
cha.racter of Christian institutions. Theirs is the Pauline eeneeptn cn
that "sacrament" is "mystery..,,,l and they believe that
in saoramental action emphasis is to be placed not only
on what is of our response (what is subjective). but on
what is ~iven (what is objective). This objective side--
the action of God--can only be set forth and guar-anbeed ... in
a historical existence, by same positive institution, which
is dramatio action conveying what it symbolises. as dramatic
action always does in the realm of deep personal relationships ..
This further explains why Disciples l' like the Orthodox, havo
contended for the full symbol of immersion as expressi ve
of that which the rite oonveys-the benefits of Chrbt 'a
Passion--and that which it sets forth--the redeeming acts of
God t s Holy Love ..
Disciples claim that the introduotion of Infant Baptism
was the fundamental error of Christendom, beoause it sets
within the Christian system a standing contradiction of the
Christian Gospel of God's personal roaltlonship to His
people J but, for the same reason, they cannot but regard the
transference of Baptism fram an effectual Sacrament to a
mere deolaratorz act as an error of like magnitude. oarrying
with it equally undesirable results.2
For this oommunity. therefore ..Baptism is of the "esse" of the
Ohur-eh, and I believe that their view has the support of the nature of
Revelation ..of the Scriptures of early Church praotice. and of the-
present needs of the Church; end the message so fully authenticated is
here expressed in this sigaificant oultus aotion.3 Unless eaoh Church
shows similar support to its views of "ease"; or, if unable to do 80,
lAs ~ar as the Euoharist is oonoerned. they escape the dissatis-
faotion of the traditional theories of Christ's presence. They know He
is present in the wholeness of the rite. but are more concerned with the
fact of the actian of Christ.
~1nistvt and Sacraments, p. 10. tiTheView of DiBciple's or Churches
of Christ,ft by ~ Robinson (The Berean Press, Birmingham. 1938)
3It oannot sensibly be olaimed, of oourse, that .this is true of
all their tenets and practice. Their doc~r1ne of oonversion, however,
seems to me to be essentially biblical, and to be their obligatory
contribution to the oecumenioal Churche
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abandon such viewII, then at this poin"t,--and on "the related issues of'




Part of the tra.gedy of contemporary Christendom lies in the
almost complete lack of fellowship between the Churoh of Rome and all
ather Churches. Surely. this oecumenioal hour is a ·Roman holiday."
for not only is Rome not 'Working, acoording to today' smeasures of
unitive activity, but she retains her position unmoved, as yet another
body is wounded and broken: and this time,the body in the arena i8 the
Body of Christ. Here is dilemna. in that while, there can be no oecumenioe.l
Church without the Church of Rome, the Roman Church will not--perhaps it
never can......consider the premises of oeoumenLca.Laction, nor reocgnize the
action of the Spirit in oecumenioity's realism and integrity_ Nevert~ele8e.
just as the Oecumenical Movement oannot ignore the R~n Churoh, the Roman
Chur-ch is unable to ignore the Oecumenice.l Movement. So, between Romans
and other Christians, thel'. has been certain cooperation in study (though
with definite limitations.).l a considerable amount of cooperation in
lIt was my privilege to be for the last three years, Chairman of
the "Yorkshire Theological Committee," a small group of theological
professors and working ministers in the North of England, and one of
four such groups in Britain, under the auspices of the Christian AUXiliary
Movement. Wishing to have as a member, the Roman priest whose Church was
near my own, I had to invite him by letter (though he was telephonically
enthusiastic 1) so that he could present the letter to the Bishop. The
Bishop finally permitted him to "sit in" with us. and answer any questions
we might put. He could not "diSCUSS" with us. for there was nothing to
discuss. He had the truth.. and that was that ~ Which all goes to show
that Bome things are easier said by Bishops than done by priests ..for the
good Father would as soon have mislaid his cha.uble as miS8 one of our
"dis cussions 1"
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social a£fair8~ and occasionally. though rarely. a more speoifically
"religious" cooperation.,! In France .. however. the great forward movement
of the RomanChurch" oalled "L tAction Catholiqu8,," has an acti va department
under the title" "La Propagande pour l' Unite If Concerned with "the Greis. t
Return" of all Frenchmen to the fold of the RomanChurch" it oourts not
only Protestants, but "evolutionists. conununists, existentialists," and
a1102 I leamed, in Paris" of the cordiality shown by the Leader-s of
"Ie propagande pour l'Unitcf,1t to Frenchmen of the oeoumenioal movement,
and was left in no doubt the Raman intention has reference only to the
fulfillment of "the Great Return. tt
The offioial, attitude of the Roman Churoh to reunion--pro-
claimed after the request from.meetings of Anglicans and RomanCatholics
at Malines" Belgium during 1921-53--1ios in the Encyclioal Mortalium
Animos of PiuG:xI1'issued in January 1928, and is, inevitably, an unrelenting
refusal to take part in the oacumenical movement. So. while many leading
lConmonprayer, of course" is not permltted ..- Such "religious" -
oooperation as exists is seen in the "Sword of the Spirit" Movementin
England. founded in 1940 to build up a Christian public, infor~d on the
issues at stake in the war.
2See "Enquetes sur les Valours Spirituelles ~ Paris." L'Equipe
de Gouvieuxo (PP. 153 ffe Editions Oberlin Straabourg, 1947).
~or information on this signifioant movement. whioh was graoed
by the work of Bishop Charles G01"e.see The Conversa.tions at Malines
1921..25: Original E.2.cume~~~,(London .. 1930) edited by Visoount Halifax.,
Rmr..anCatholicl!l show a deop interest in the oecumenieal approach, tho
dilenma of "oecumElnioity without Rome is"susta.ined.1
lSee ~Christian Year Book, 1947. p. 107 (S.C.M. Press, Landon).
Sea, also ~ Pere Conger. e~iens-Desunis: Principes d'un Oecuntenisme




5. The World Council of Churches
As "Amsterdam" approaches" it is with inoreasing insistence that
the question is asked" "What is the World Council of Churches?"; by many"
with hopefulness .. and by many others, with suspioion.
A.., The hopeful declare that at last" non-RomanChristendom can speak
with one voice. and the idea and the expression 1tl~e World Church"l
has slipped into oammonusage" as many an honest Christian feels relieved
and well satisfied. The question" then .. arises, whether the World Council
of Churches" as at present constituted .. will be able to retain the vigor
of its one-time oonstituents;--the Faith and Order Movement6the Life and
WorkMovement, and the International Missionary Council. Already there
is a tendency to assume that, in the W'orld Counoil of Ohur-ehes , the oecumeni-
oal movementhas "arrived." Howfar this is wrong 1s seen in the view
of the serious student .. that what the oeoumenioal movementE!! reached is
merely the vantage point from.which the way ahead call be seen more clearly.
In the words of Visser It Hoeft:
The World Counoil of Churches is only an emergenoy solution. For
the time being we are not able to unite .. but we are too deeply
convinced of the CommonLordship of Christ over all the Churches
whtoh accept Him" to remain wholly isolated from each other.
The World Church has not tho full unity which oharacterises the
Una Sancta.. But it manifests a real unity. whioh the Lore.
gives us in spite of our divergencies~2
While there is much to be said in favor of an overall name for the oecumen-
ica1 instrument of the Churches. there is neither warning of its limita-
1
The term has a certain oonvenience, but needs to be used rarely
and guardedly.
2From notes of a speech, Oot. 21, 1947.
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tions" nor any specifio, functional imperative in the title "World
Council of Churches." .A. "Faith and Order" movement, like a "Life and Work
u
movement.. and an international Missionary Council knows what it is »
and
wha.t its job. Should the constituent, dynamio movements within the
Counoil be swallowed up in a gigantio, statio organization. so that the
self_COruJcious
ness
of their ad hoc nature be lost, then Church union :ma.y
The World Council of Churches must kn_ow
well be further away than svere
itself' to be, and must be generally knownto be, a means and not an d
en •
Visser tt Hoo:f't, however" would insist that the name "World Council
of Churches" has a. positive signifioance: a double significanoe. whioh
is seen, first~ by putting the emphasiS on the word "Churches" in the
title" and then" on the word "Council."
By exclusive emphasiS on the first, one arrives at the
oonception of a body which demonstrates a.nd so makes effeotive"
the unity of the Church in so fa.r as that unity exists already.
By exclusive emphasiS on the second, one a.rrives at the concep-
tion of an organization whioh workS for unity, but which doss
not speak or act a. an .mbodimont of tho ChurchUniversal.·
l
Here is the vindica.tion of the oeoumenioal approach, that it expresses a
duality which d.rivo. fram tho •••• ntial charaoter of a Church grounded
in God'. r .... lation. Th. Counoil cennot olaim to be the Una San.ta. be--
cau•• it lacks the not ... ccl •• iae. it n.ith.r answers to tho ola•• ic.-
definitions of thO Church. nor to the Koinonia of tho NowT•• 1;alnBnt
mental life.. Inde.d. tho inability of the Churches to meet tog.ther at
Church. It lao)<:. "tho full 00"""",, witne.s end full sharing in tho sacr.-
tho Lord'. Tabl. i. tho ult1mat •• xpr•• sion of the oeoumenical dil.mna--
(and they cannot do thi.. if. as they must. they take hi.tory •• ri.US ly • )
Ibido
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No; the Council is not the ~ Sanota, for as Visser 't Hooft insists ..
there is too much relativism in oecumenici ty. Yet can we say that the
World Council of Churohes is just an organiz9.tion--just a matter of
confer-ences and committees? lJ'fuatwe have seen of it~ in this essay alone,
convinces us that it is more than thnt~ for we know that it is a Council
"of Churches." And. "the Chur-ch in the Churches keeps on asserting itself.
Wherever two or three churches are gathered together, the Una Sancta is
in the midst of them and demands to be manifested .."l
B. When it is in suspicion that the question "What is tho World Council
of Churches?" is aake d, it seems to roo that what is usually meant, is
"In the World COW1cilof Churches, will the various Churohes,--with their
respeotive traditions and their respective missions--be able to retain
thoir independencej or will this area, too. be invaded by an authoritarian"
ism which will .!Jet up a new Vatican?U
This attitude of "suspioion" is held by many people; most of wham,
it must be said. are anxious for those essential values of mlristian
liberty, which~ because they inhere in loyalty and love. are so easily
violated in all human forms of organization and oontrol. There are others.
however. who are characterised by that independenee# so well described
by Alexander Campbell, which itself desires to be king or pope. This
attitude has in it nothing of the Spirit of Christ. but is more fluent than
most in its use of the Christian vccabu lar-y, Both these kinds of people
are found .. perhaps more than anywhere else .. in the United States of America




to admire the integrity of the one and to deplore the unwol-thiness of
the other~ In Amerioa, the idea of independence is a ~~~ in all
things;l while in Pranoe ..Protastant Christianity is pathetically cona ci oue
of its speedy decline in nluubers and L~fluanca.2 and. not wtnaturally.
bears wi thin it a group of belligerently protesting Protestants. Influential
among these is William Henri Gulton ..who has told me of his fearfulness,
over many Cups of "ersatz,!'Parisien coffee, but never convinced me that
either such fearfulness or such belligerence was helpful to the Christian
oause , His ".lI.ppeal't,which was widely circulated, reflects that pain-
fully fa...rniliarttitude of ennrenchment , which, unafraid to "adventure for
Christian unity," confines itself to the vituperative of reaotion.
We have been informed by the religious newspapers that recently,
at the Oeoumanical Council of Geneva, this most important decision
was takeIll "In August 1948 9. SUPREME COUNCIL of the CHURCHES
will be establishedjl definitely ..with its par-Lkamenb and its govern-
ment; this Council will exeroise over eaoh churoh a reoognized
authority ..though eaoh church will retain a real independenoe
and autonomy."
This prospect whioh fills with joyful enthusiasm the leaders
and the supporters of the "OecuraenIca.Imovement" is for many
protestants throughout the world 9. source of great anxiety. 0 ••
What would be the limits of its "authority over the churches?"
•••• What would be its attitude towards the ancient "Supreme
Council of the churches" which has been working for centuries and
1
This I know~-for as I write I have one ear cocked to the broad-
cast of the proceedings of the 1948 Republioan Convention. as the candidate
for Presidential electi.on 18 chosen.
2Despite the effective oultural witness expressed throuGh such
agencies as "RU'orme ,," (a remarkable weekly journal edited by Albert
Fillet of Paris); and the work of the Post-Federation des Etudiants Chretiens.
and similar bodies.
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and which has a vary well known name: "ROMAN PAPACY?" It is
very probable that this n~ Vatican would be in competition
wi th the old one or likely to become little by little its co-worker.
anda..t last its humble servant •••• The intima.te coopera.tion
of protestant leaders with the "Orthodox Church" is a very
seriQus mistake ..likely to bear deplorable results.
Another danger, even greater. threa.tens world Protestantism..,
owing to the mos'l::unwise attitude of some of its leaders towards
the Roman Church, specially since the beginning of this year and
particularly in Franoe, under the pretense of Oecumenism. A
Frenoh weekly protestant review has gone so far as to say: "We
emphasize a very earnest desire of Oeoumenism. mlich orders us.
first3 to oooperate with ca'\:;holi08."In fact ..some protestant
leaders have acted in such a way as to give great joy to catholios
and great astonishment and fear to non-catholios ••••• Villers
is the "Oe cument ce.Imovement" leading us? :Father to Rome itself'
or to a romanized Protestantism.
Guiton and his friends feel that the great French oecumenical
leaders like Pierre Maury and Iiiarch Boegner are "playing into the hands
of the Roman Church.tll However we may disagree wit."this view. or his
manner of stating it, it is important that we do not ignore it, for~thin
its ebullianoe there may be timely warning which the more confident
Protestant would do well to heed.
Whether the "suspioion" be primarily that individual Churches Inay
lose their self-autonomy, or that Churches of the Ref'ormed tradition may
find themselves involved with a speoulative and dogmatio theology which
they have onoe for all rejected, we must remember that suspicion is
normally accompanied by myopia. The myopic eye oan never see that the
actual livingness of Christianity consists in a duality which derives
from the very nature of the Churcha it is inoapable of that dialeotioal
view in which alone the oeoumenical movement is seen as a manifestation
of the Word of God. The World Council of' Churohes ia not the Una Sancta.
See Chapter X. "Roman Holliday?"
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but neither is it just another hwnan organization. Nevertheless it
seems to be oapable of some aotivities, 011 oertain issues end at certain
levels, which would be expeo·ted of the Una Sencta. Equally, it is beset
by all the evils whioh attend a large organization,--impersonal dealings
and the cr-Lap, routine "efficiency" of a secretariat. It seems to me
that dilemna will be lessened, at least suffioiently for real progress
to be mad" when the W'orid Council of Churches (end its constituents)
really understands the nature of the Church, and its awn relation to
both the Holy Catholio Churoh intended by God~ and the empirioal Churohes
in which the Una Sancta is so inadequately, but at present. inevitably,
expressed. This understanding can save the World Counoil from two kinds
of error: (a) A.s long as the World Council remains aware that it is net
the ·'World Churoh," it will be saved from seeking that authority and
control which would make it another Vatioan. It will remember that it own
its existenoe to the desire of its member ohurohes, and that whatever
else it is, it is an organ set up by those member churohes to effect,
through effioient organization, those things which the churches believe
they should do but are unable to do beoause of their separate aruninistrations.
It will always know, too. that it cannot, and must not try to. set up
or impose any kind of dogmatio pronouncement. (b).t:..slong as the World
Council remains aware that it is not just an organization. but is. in a
very true sanse. an expression of the contemporary life and work of Christ's
Church. then it will be saved from becoming merely a "bureau." In common
with so many similar movements, it has not altogether escaped bureaucracy,
and in growing numbers appear the "servants of the Word." no longer pastors
and ministers, but "secretaries .." "direotors" and "organisers," to -whom
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a railroad schedule is as vital as the Scriptures. and a mimeographed
circular as an utteranoe "ex cathedra" t Of course, secretaries are neoessary.
and railroad sohedules important, but always there must be living oontaot
between the normal worshipping life of the Church in its oongregational
expression and the administrative and exeoutive forms and institutions
which a world view, and the sense of a whole world's need~ demand.
The World Council of Churches will, in the nature of things, be
under t..'leoonstant temptation to fall into both these errors: th is is its
dilemla. It gives hope, and the promise of immeasurable usefulness. only
when, I insist, it grmvs in increasing oomprehension of its own nature
and of the nature of the ChurCh. (This is why continuous discussioD on
"What is the Churoh?" is so important.) Leaders like Visser 't Hooft are
alive to tho implications of the ddLemna; and know the World Council
is both a "Oounod.L of CHURCHES" and a "COUNCIL of Churohes." The World
Council has sometimes to assume the perogatives of Una Sanata, for it
knows that God has given a oertain unity in the faot 'Of the World Council,
yet at the same ttme it is aware of and .must admit, seemingly irreconcil-
able divisions within its membership.
So there is this inescapable paradox about the World Council of
Churches. In awareness of ita duality. and in understanding that this
duality belongs to the nature of God's activity in the world,1 the World
COlmcil is able to know both that its own existence 1s of God, and that
God will equip it for the purpose for whioh He brought it into being.
But these are the temptations of the World Counoil of Churches--to seek




is too muon of "man") or too low (where there is too little of God) J
to.sume that its smooth organization neoessarily means effioient, and
proper, action; to forget that. not in its Council meetings and utterances,
but in the response to the Word preached and dispensed in Meetinghouse
and Cathedral lies the normal action of the Church. So it is that none
more than those concerned with the World Council of Churches is in
greater need of the Lord's word. I'Watch and pray."
CHAPTER XI
It e • • .BUT NOT IN DESPAIR e It
This fact of oacumen1oal dilemna posits an assertion whioh is an
essentially biblical conviction: viz. that the Church has an eschatolog-
ioal re f'er-ence, and the fina1. resolution of the paradox expressed in the
empirioal dilemna 1.ies beyond this world. Our study of eschatology in
recent years, however, has revealed to us, (What the primitive Churoh
knew in its fellowship) those "oontemporary oonsummations," those "ee chabo-
logical realisat1ons~ which are God's visitations; which are momentswhen
the Church overocmes either the world around her, or the "wor-Ldneas"
within her: which are oocasions when we know "Christu8 Victor."l This
is why Christians are never in despair. and can gladly respond to that
compulsion which impels them to seek unity. A.t the same time .. this is
why all the glory of the year of Our Lord 1948.. and all the mighty
achievement of the oecumenfca.I movement.. must be seen to be no more than
steps on a way--¥hioh the Church must will to take )--whosa end coincides
with God's end of history. And this is why the vi.ew of oecumendoaI db.laotic
helps us to see meaning in God's contemporary guidance and in our present
work .. and to know the.t tor all its relativism, oecumanicity bears the
marks of the historioal action of God. Even if there ~ been distortion
in transmitter and "trr-Ulsmission": and even if "statio" has too often
replaoed movement in the, life of the Church. in the oeoumenioal movement,
1
See the work of C. ~. Dodd, particularly his book, The Apostolic




God's Word has been heard.. and His hand has been seen.l- --
Now we wait fOl' "Amsterdam"t wait to see what Godwill do , and
wait to see what His Christia.ns will dOe One thing we know.. that ours
is an eaohatological Faith.. and that n.either ".Amsterdam.II nor any future
"A..msterde..m.n CEJ_n ever be ItJerusalem. II For" Jerusalem ..It where the disciples
are gathered together .. is 8. heavenll oit~. coming down from God: and the
disciples are men ot two worlds~ whose fullness of fellowship no earthly
city can contain. Whatever "Ch!I!Llbh"~.y mean" it cannot express that
final, eternal fellowship of the sons of God. whence it is seen that evel'\
all the glory of "God""lii.anhood"is a :manifestation conditioned by a
fallen hUl!l8nity.. "Eye hath not seen .. nor ear heard neither hath it
entered into the heart at man what Godhas prepared for them that love
him .."
Yet it is in this eschatological expectation tha't there lies our
inunedie.te imperative.. For 1948 .!! importa.nt: it belongs to historya and
the oecumenical movement.. w.i.th all the study and prayer and 'Workwhich
has gone into it (and all the temptations that attend it), ~ important.
From 1948. and from an oeoumenical movement;set in dile:mna" the Church
of Jesus Christ will continue to sin and to make :mistakes. But as it will
be the Church.. and ~!!!E: ~ ~ the Churoh.. and as it will eroclaim the
Church as God's answer to the human dilemna; so its being, its e.ppearance
and its proclamation will express more perfectly those forms by whioh
God shows Himself to be abays visiting and redeeming His people.
l"Television" is not new to God1 .This essay has insisted that
His Word is a visible worl, and that His aotion is action which, performed
before our eyes" can be clearly seen 1
•
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It remains the task ot all. Christians" and of all Ch~:rohes~ looking
at the World Council of Churohes, - bloom of an e1renio. oecumenioal
movement, ..both to "keep it in its p18.oe,It and to be sure to give it
its place ~ AI; Christians hold the Faith io-·devotion, and obey it in faith-
fulness, they will find that as history has shown the Churoh to be. again
and again, sufficient for men in the personal and in the sooial dilemnaJ
so the Churoh oan go forward, always unafraid. as long as it never under-
estimates the dangers whioh lie in the oeoumsnical dilemna. In devotion
and in faithfulness, Christians can come inoreasingly to know - in the
historioal Church" the oertain presencQ• if not the final plenitude ..
of that "unity of the spirit, in the bond of peace."
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